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Defunding Planned Parenthood is going too far (p. 5)
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New VP of Campus Affairs appointed

Planned Parenthood provides a variety
of benefits to
millions of
women across
the country,
and to defund
it, as the House
tried to do in
a bill passed last week, would
deprive them of a fundamental
right to legal abortions.

BY PAUL JOH
SPORTS EDITOR

to their religious holiday. “We
wanted to make the elections as
fair as possible, so we eliminated
the Q&A session ... and replaced it
with the notes from the informational interview,” said Salama.

If there is one thing that the
Baruch College men’s soccer
team has shown this regular season, it is their resilience. After a
promising 2-0 start to begin the
2015 campaign, the Bearcats fell
into a short slump, losing three
games in a row to McDaniel College, Maritime College and the
College of Staten Island.
In each of the matchups during the three-game stretch, two
of which went into overtime, the
Bearcats lost by a measly score
differential of one point. Despite the close games, the team
was far from calling it quits on
the season.
Since their most recent loss
to CSI, the Bearcats have clawed
their way back to a winning record
by securing three consecutive
victories over conference rivals,
Lehman College, John Jay College
and Medgar Evers College. The
men’s team has redeemed itself in
the most emphatic way, outscoring their last three opponents by a
score of 16-1.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 17

BUSINESS 8
Volkswagen cheats in test
for harmful emissions (p. 9)
Volkswagen has
come under
fire this past
week after being found guilty
of violating
the Clean Air
Act, as well as
cheating on
EPA emissions
tests for diesel vehicles. The
company has halted sales of its
diesel-powered vehicles.

ARTS & STYLE 10
Drake and Future drop mixtape on Apple Music (p. 10)
In Drake’s
What a Time
to Be Alive, it
is clear that
boastful tracks
about money,
cars and girls
are not always
written from
a positive
perspective. Drake and Future’s
cocky attitudes quickly become
resentful and melancholy.
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USG voted in Nicole Zelenko as VP of Campus Aﬀairs to replace Nora Salama, who stepped down in early September this year.
BY MEGAN GUARD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
At the Sep. 29 Undergraduate
Student Government senate meeting, the candidates running for the
position of vice president of campus affairs gave two-minute pre-

sentations to the senate. This year,
the election process was slightly
changed as USG omitted a Q&A
session during presentations, replacing it with an informational
interview with USG Vice President
Nardine Salama, as some candidates were not able to attend due

Maker Hub provides students with creative opportunities
BY CHRISTOPHER MCLEAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SCIENCE & TECH 14
Exciting new game releases
usher in October (p.14)
October is
bringing in a
lot of games,
including Halo
5: Guardians,
Wasteland 2:
Editor’s Cut
and Assassin’s
Creed: Syndicate. The games provide hours
upon hours of entertainment for
players.

SPORTS 17
Manning masterful in win
over the Redskins (p. 18)
After a raucous
0-2 start to the
season, Big
Blue finally
found their
rhythm in a
32-21 triumph
over Washington at MetLife
Stadium.
Fortunately for the G-men, the
rest of the NFC East Division has
struggled as well, allowing them
to resolve their early hiccups.
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Men’s soccer leads
conference after
slow start to season

CALVIN RONG | THE TICKER

Baruch’s Maker Hub gives students the opportunity for creative expression using high technology or simple arts and crafts.

The future of creative construction has arrived at Baruch College.
Run by Baruch students and alumni, Makerspace, which is being rebranded as Maker Hub, is a program
that allows students and faculty to
build and test their very own ideas
and creations all while learning
about how to use 3-D printing and
other new technologies.
Maker Hub is an initiative of the
Lawrence N. Field Center for Entrepreneurship located on the second
floor. It looks to promote creative
and innovative thinking in students
and faculty by giving them the outlet to test and develop their ideas
through technologies that are still
growing but seem to be the way of
the future.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Perlin brings new
perspective to third
BY SUMIT POUDYAL
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

“It was a queer, sultry summer, the summer they electrocuted the Rosenbergs, and I
didn’t know what I was doing in
New York.” Thus muses Esther
Greenwood in The Bell Jar, Sylvia Plath’s roman a clef.
After Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were convicted, and sentenced for treason and conspiracy to commit espionage in
1951, Marshall “Mike” Perlin,
a civil-liberties lawyer, stepped
in as legal representative for
the Rosenbergs’ sons and for
Morton Sobell, the Rosenbergs’
co-defendant.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Students undergo training at the 33rd annual Student Leadership Retreat, this year themed “Know the way. Go the way. Show
the way.” An itinerary of high-energy activities is designed to build leadership, character and conﬁdence in budding leaders.
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USG appoints Zelenko

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
EDWIN MOREL
Over 700 members from the
Union protested in front of
Chancellor James B. Milliken’s
apartment on Thursday, Oct. 1.
It was one of several protests that
have occurred in the past couple
months as CUNY’s faculty and
staff have worked without a contract for six years and without
contractual raises for five. Milliken has stated that working out
a contract is his highest priority, blaming state legislature for
failing to provide the resources
to fund a contract in this year’s
budget. The crowd snaked along
68th Street and Third and Second Avenues, roaring, “We’re
here, we’re CUNY, get used to it.”
________________________
Gov. Cuomo is said to be offering up to $500 million to make
community college tuition-free
in New York. President Obama
had proposed that community
college students would be provided with free tuition but states
are required to pick up 25 percent of the costs earlier in the
year. By 2020, it is expected that
35 percent of job openings will
require at least a bachelor’s degree, while 30 percent will need
at least some college experience
or an associate degree. New York
ranks high in community college
tuition costs, as students are required to pay $4,800 per year at
CUNY.
_________________________
The City University of New York
will say farewell to two of its
longtime leaders who are stepping down next year. President
Ricardo R. Fernandez of Herbert
H. Lehman College will retire after 26 years of leadership at the
end of the 2016 Spring semester,
and Dean Ann Kirschner of the
William E. Macaulay Honors
College is stepping down early
after a 10-year tenure. Going
forward, Kirschner will assume
the position of special adviser
to the chancellor for Strategic
Partnerships. Beginning this fall
semester, a national search for a
new dean of Macaulay Honors
College will begin.
_________________________
The CUNY Dominican Studies
Institute was awarded a grant
on behalf of Latino Americans:
500 Years of History. Additionally, collaborative events will be
held to honor and recognize Dominican WWII veterans through
an exhibit, a scholarly panel and
the screening of two episodes of
the documentary series Latino
Americans. Latino Americans:
500 Years of History supports the
American public’s exploration of
the rich and varied experiences
of Latinos. Latinos, who have
helped shape the United States
over the last five centuries, have
now become the country’s largest minority group, with more
than 50 million people living in
the United States, as stated in
Dominican Today. These events
will be free and open to the general public.
________________________
Following the shooting at Oregon’s Umpqua Community
College, where a gunman targeted Christians and reportedly
killed 13 people and injured 20,
Gov. Andrew Cuomo is pushing
the federal government to enact
stricter gun control laws. He described the tragedy as “the latest
in a series of terrible, heartbreaking tragedies resulting from gun
violence.” Cuomo addressed the
federal governement, saying “...
Washington has done nothing.”

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“The other part is a lot of the
time candidates will run for a position without knowing what exactly they are getting themselves
into. We just wanted to find an
opportunity to get to know the
candidates and to give them the
chance to ask all the questions
they wanted before presenting to
the senate,” she continued.
Early last month, USG dealt
with a few changes to their executive board, followed by the resignation of Vice President of Campus Affairs Nora Salama.
The position requires creating an inclusive environment
for the student body, focusing on their needs and working
as chairperson for the campus
affairs committee.
“Taking that into consideration, the next VP senator of campus affairs must be able to plan,
coordinate and successfully execute events, delegate jobs and responsibilities and effectively communicate the needs and wants of
the students as well as the senate
to administration in order to come
up with a feasible, strategic game
plan to improve the facilities on
campus,” said Nardine.
After a private deliberation
by the senate, Nicole Zelenko
was announced as new vice
president of Campus Affairs in a
unanimous voting.
As a former orientation leader,
a freshman seminar mentor and a
student recruiter at the Welcome
Center, Zelenko has had experience working with the student
body and has gained insight into
what Baruch students would like
to see on campus.
“All of my positions have
been working with prospective and current Baruch students,” Zelenko told the senate at

the Tuesday meeting. “I’ve
learned through them what they
want from Baruch, what they expect from it, what they like about
it and what they don’t.”
Creating a medium between
the committee board and the
student body is the primary goal
for USG in order to make more
on-campus
improvements,
such as the renovation of the
multi-purpose room.
“We really want to make it a
friendlier, bigger and more accommodating space–a place that
really promotes Baruch’s vivacious student life,” added Nardine.
“Although at this point this is just
a possibility, with a VP of campus
affairs solidified this vision will
become a tangible project.”
With the help of the campus affairs committee, Zelenko plans to
tackle the project by also reaching
out to Baruch students.
“I plan to approach club leaders, members and the student
body to see what changes they
want to see to the facility. I want to
hear everyone out,” said Zelenko.
In early September, Nora
stepped down from her seat to focus on her accounting studies and
internship.
During her time as vice president of campus affairs, Nora
was working for the installation of better-quality hand dryers, fixing the stall doors and
soap dispensers and installing a
water bottle refill station in the
Bearcat lounge.
Advocating the needs of the
student body comes with a strict
level of dedication, one Zelenko
plans to fulfill.
“I want to create and maintain
a comfortable environment at Baruch with facilities that meet the
needs of the students and events
that create a sense of community
within Baruch,” said Zelenko.

APO flags suicide issues
BY KINDRA COOPER
NEWS EDITOR
A non-diagnosable condition,
suicide risk is often shrugged off or
downplayed by well-intentioned
friends or relatives with empty
pacifications: “You’re just having
a bad day” or “Don’t worry, you’ll
pull through.” Such dismissals often push the suicide-prone individual closer to the edge. National
service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega held a tabling event Tuesday
on the second floor of the Vertical Campus to highlight an issue
rarely touched upon at Baruch in
the context of National Suicide
Prevention Month.
Members of the co-educational
fraternity mounted an interactive
handmade poster on folded cardboard as the centerpiece of their
installation. The left side flagged
the statistics that have kept suicide
as a top 10 leading cause of death
in the United States. Over 40,000
Americans die by suicide each
year, and on a global scale, 3,000
suicides occur daily, according to
the World Health Organization.
“People often think it’s a disease or a sickness,” said Christine Leung, the Alpha Phi Omega
member who spearheaded the
event. “People play it down. And
I don’t think it’s appropriate to
play it down. If you’re thinking bad
thoughts like that continuously
over a long period of time, you
deserve attention.”
The campaign originated on
Facebook two weeks prior, with
Leung exhorting friends and fraternity members to cultivate social media clout by posting photos
of their right wrist inked with a
semicolon. The initiative branches
off from the Semicolon Project, a
global non-profit movement started in 2013 by artist Amy Bleuel after she lost her father to suicide.

Properly employed, the oft-violated semicolon replaces a period
to connect two independent clauses, rather than ending a sentence.
To Leung, the dual symbolism of being misunderstood and
transition rather than conclusion
is stark.
Risk of suicide spikes in those
suffering clinical depression, statistically projected to affect 6.6
percent of the U.S. adult population within a twelve-month period. Suicide is hardly the anomaly
or rarity many presuppose it to be.
Currently caring for a suicidal
friend, Leung has vicariously come
to understand the irreparable reality of statements such as “I don’t
want to be here anymore.”
“I literally drive to her once or
twice a week just to check up on
her. And it’s a damn long drive,”
Leung says of the journey to upstate Stony Brook. “But as long as
I leave her with a positive note, a
positive feeling, [it’s worth it].”
Encouragement rather than
dismissal, and acceptance rather
than denial, can tip the scales between life and death. On the poster
Leung made for the fraternity’s tabling event, she wrote truncated
sentences to reflect on small, quotidian triumphs and the power of
simple mood-boosters.
Students wrote their responses on Post-it notes affixed below
each quote to, like the semicolon,
continue the sentence rather than
leave it hanging.
“I’m happiest when I’m...doing
exercise with friends,” read one. “I
feel good about myself when…I’m
on time for class.” Leung plans to
further the cause by compiling
uplifting quotes and posting fliers around Baruch by the end of
the week.
One that always makes her
smile is: “You’re the Fruit Loop in
a bowl of Cheerios.”

Maker Hub provides students with a creative outlet
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The team behind Maker Hub is
currently hosting pop-up exhibitions on a monthly basis, which
include workshops on how to use
the various available technologies such as Arduino and Littlebits. The space also provides Legos
and other simpler ways to express
creativity. During these pop ups,
students and faculty are encouraged to come and use the technology, be it for a class, club or just for
fun. Maker Hub is already becoming an exciting and useful program
on campus, with approximately 80
students and faculty participating
in the pop-ups last week.
One of Maker Hub’s graphic
designers and one of three members of the 3-D printing team, Mohamed Hassan, a recent graduate,
hopes that Maker Hub will change
the way classes in Baruch operate. “It started out as a class,” Hassan explained, where all sorts of
students came together to shape
their own ideas into real physical creations. “It’s not going to be
just studying for exams to get good
grades, but also the idea that making something that you can test,
so that when you graduate you
get that experience you can carry
through your life.” He hopes that
the technology and skills gleaned
from Maker Hub events will eventually become integral to various
classes at Baruch, from business
to science, and that it will promote entrepreneurship within
the community.
A big part of their plan to get
students excited about what they
have to offer is the Design & Make
Competition, in which all students
are invited to come to the Maker
Hub and create whatever they
want. No experience is needed,
and entries can range from origami to fully functional machines,
with prizes of $250 for the winner

of each category. Students are encouraged to make anything they
can think of. Prizes will be awarded
within the categories of best use of
technology, most surprising and
best design. All entries will be voted on in a Facebook voting contest,
with the top 10 being shortlisted
for awards by a panel of three professors who taught the classes that
inspired Baruch’s Maker Hub to
begin with.
Hassan and the rest of the Maker Hub team are really excited for
what is to come. Even at a business-focused school like Baruch,
the Maker Hub team really believe
that creative design will be a tremendous part of our professional
growth. When asked if he wanted
to say to the Baruch students, Hassan replied, “Don’t be intimidated.
Don’t just say ‘this is what I’m going to do’ and only do that.”
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Workshops in 3-D printing and Arduino technology equip students with a working knowledge of 3-D modeling software
Sketchup, with which they design and manufacture their own projects and integrate them with Arduino circuit boards and more.
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Opinions
FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Gender inclusive bathrooms
should be a feature of CUNY
One of CUNY’s biggest selling points is its diversity. Diversity and
inclusion are core values, according to Jennifer S. Rubain, Esq., university dean for recruitment and diversity. If it is true that “we strive
to respect differences, but more importantly, we seek to leverage the
talents of all of members of the University community,” then perhaps
we should pay more attention to our transgender and gender nonconforming students.
It is hard enough subverting the gender binary on a daily basis.
Using the bathroom comfortably, without fear of judgment or worse,
harassment and violence, should be easier than it actually is. This is a
basic human function that goes unfulfilled for transgender and gender
nonconforming students far too often.
For those students, the bathroom may not feel like a safe or even
private space. On top of that, forcing them to choose between the
men’s and women’s bathroom implies that their identities are invalid.
The policy vacuum that surrounds this issue needs to be addressed
on a national level, though college campuses are an excellent starting
point. For example, the promise of a campus with gender-neutral bathrooms is extremely welcoming to prospective students worried about
feeling included.
The CUNY Graduate Center banned the use of titles like “Mr.” and
“Ms.” in professional correspondences this year, which is a step in the
right direction in terms of setting a cultural standard. Likewise, John Jay
College has installed three gender-neutral bathrooms across its campus, but ultimately, it is hypocritical not to do more. If CUNY insists on
celebrating its commitment to diversity, then there needs to be a bigger
push, and not just from dedicated student groups.
After winning a video competition last year hosted by the Office of
College Advancement, GLASS is working on an initiative to bring gender-neutral bathrooms to Baruch. To build and maintain these facilities
would cost approximately $10,000.
The project is funded as a student campaign and the money raised
funneled through the Baruch College Fund. GLASS would also facilitate awareness training for campus security officers to ensure that there
is no abuse happening. It will most likely be a multi-stall bathroom on
the third floor.
If we can get ablution sinks in the bathrooms for practicing Muslim students, then building and maintaining a gender-neutral bathroom should also be higher up on the administration’s to-do list as
well. Celebrating diversity is one thing, catering to a diverse population
is another.

Technological literacy is necessary
Hillary Clinton just cannot seem to catch a break. While the former
secretary of state is still well ahead in the polls as the frontrunner of
the Democratic Party, a continuous chain of events seems hell-bent on
bringing her down.
Clinton has been on the receiving end of an FBI probe seeking to
find out if she violated the Federal Records Act and leaked sensitive information. Clinton has been insistent that she has done no such thing,
most recently shifting some of the blame to her technical aides, stating,
“I’m not by any means a technical expert. I relied on people who were.”
Clinton may in fact be telling the truth here. The problem, however, is
just how eye-opening this issue has been for her. Not only is Clinton
failing to assume personal responsibility for an issue that she should
have been aware of, but she has also dragged on this farce for far too
long. It is also not acceptable for the potential leader of the first world,
when pressed on the matter of whether or not she wiped her server, to
respond with “What? Like with a cloth or something?”
As a country, we are reaching a point where personal aptitude with
technology is at the most accessible it has ever been. It is no longer acceptable to feign ignorance of the most basic of technological functions.

REBECCA VICENTE I THE TICKER

Planned Parenthood fills many roles
Defunding Planned Parenthood would deprive women of a service that for some is beyond vital

L

ast week the House passed
a bill that would have defunded Planned Parenthood,
a non-profit organization that provides reproductive healthcare for
women. Fortunately, the bill was
rejected in the Senate, which would
have denied Planned Parenthood
the more than $500 million it is expected to receive in federal funding
annually. If ever there were an example of a dumb idea, defunding
Planned Parenthood would certainly be a good one.
This foolish crusade against
Planned Parenthood began a few
months ago when an anti-abortion
group called “The Center for Medical Progress” released a series of
now debunked videos targeting the
Women Health Organization.
These videos were heavily edited to depict Planned Parenthood
in a negative light. Presidential
candidate Carly Fiorina referenced
these videos during the second Republican debate when she recalled
a scene in which a fully formed
fetus with a beating heart is on a
table and person standing behind
the table says, “keep it alive so we
can harvest its brain.” However, this
was not filmed by critics of Planned
Parenthood; in reality it was taken
from an anti-abortion documentary. Furthermore, a Washingtonbased forensic firm, Fusion GPS,
conducted an analysis on the videos and concluded, “that the videos do not present a complete or

accurate record of the events they
purport to depict.” People who are
outraged by these videos are being
played like a fiddle.
Contrary to critics of Planned
Parenthood, the program does not
focus solely on abortions. A 2013
New England Journal of Medicine
report found that Planned Parenthood services included 500,000
breast examinations, 400,000 PAP
tests and nearly 4.5 million tests
for STDs. Planned Parenthood also
provides contraceptive services,
which, also according to the New
England Journal of Medicine, is
“the single greatest effort to prevent the unwanted pregnancies
that result in abortions.” Planned
Parenthood’s services are helpful to
women in a lower-income bracket.
79 percent of its patients live at or
below the poverty line. Planned
Parenthood is not only crucial to
women’s health, it is also cost effective. Defunding Planned Parenthood would deny this invaluable
service to over 2.8 million people.
Critics respond saying, “They can
just go somewhere else.”
Texas defunded Planned Parenthood four years back and the results are astonishing. The number
of women served by clinics within
the Texas Women’s health program
dropped dramatically. The average drop was 25 percent and in two
regions the drop was over 50 percent, according to the Texas Health
and Human Services Commission.

When these clinics close, a majority of women cannot find a new
healthcare provider.
The most controversial scene
in the series of videos is when employees of Planned Parenthood
are discussing prices for the selling of fetal tissue. While it does
seem callous, there is no evidence
of Planned Parenthood making a
profit by selling fetal tissue. Fetal
tissue is an invaluable resource for
research—virtually everyone has
benefitted from research using fetal
tissue. Vaccines that prevent chickenpox and polio were developed
using fetal tissue. Economically,
defunding Planned Parenthood
does not make sense. The Congressional Budgeting Office estimated
this action would increase public
spending by $130 million over the
next decade. Moreover, Medicaid
spending would increase by $650
million. After the state of Texas defunded Planned Parenthood, an
additional cost of $273 million in
Medicaid was needed to make up
the loss in coverage.
This is not only a political or
religious issue; it is an issue of
women’s rights. Planned Parenthood is the largest provider of reproductive care for women in the
United States and defunding this
service is both morally wrong and
economically stupid.
-Davon Singh
Economics ’17

All gender identities should be accepted
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O

ver the last decade, the
LGBT community has
come a long way in the
pursuit of equality for all who fall
under its banner. With the movement’s biggest victory having taken
place on June 26, 2015, with the legalization of same-sex marriage in
all 50 states, American society has
become more accepting in the 21st
century. Despite much societal
progress however, transgenders
still struggle with mistreatment,
equality and acceptance of their
gender identity.
One of the biggest issues that
keep society a leap and a bound
away from complete transgender
acceptance is the proper use of
pronouns. It is extremely important to use the appropriate gender
pronouns. Using the right pronoun
when referring to a member of the
LGBT community is a huge step in
helping a person who is transgender become comfortable with who
they are. People who are transgender struggle with legal issues such

as the use of public bathrooms,
locker rooms and even airports.
A recent story that went viral was
the story of Shadi Petosky, a transgender woman who was stopped
by the Transportation Security Administration at the Orlando International Airport for an “anomaly,”
which referred to her male genitalia, during the screening process.
She was held in a screening room
for 40 minutes, even after agreeing to do the full body scan as a
man, and consequently missed
her flight. Petosky live-tweeted the
experience, emphasizing how embarrassing and degrading it was.
Members of the LGBT community are still having difficulties
living in society, mainly because
a large number of people do not
understand the daily issues that
they face. Many people outside
the LGBT community struggle
to understand the emotions and
thoughts of a transgender person.
People who do not understand
what it feels like to be born in the

wrong body with the wrong gender
may have a hard time accepting
transgender individuals, especially
if they are a family member or close
friend. Despite greater acceptance
and improved perfection of the
LGBT community in the past several years, with LGBT accommodations such as gender-neutral public
bathrooms no longer a strange
phenomenon, there continues to
be a negativity surrounding equal
rights for people of all sexual orientations and genders. Traditions are
important, but it is okay for them
to change and for us to adapt to
changes as a society.
LGBT resources include the
Trevor Project, a non-profit suicide
hotline, at (866) 488-7386. There
is also an LGBTQ club at Baruch
called G.L.A.S.S., standing for the
Gender, Love and Sexuality Spectrum. The LGBTQIA Resource Center is located in NVC 3-241.
-Nicole Caropolo
Journalism ’17
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Get involved with club
life as undergraduates

ANNIE SOURBIS

L

ast weekend the Office of
Student Life held their 33rd
annual Leadership Weekend. This was my third trip with
Student Life and I think one of the
most eye-opening parts of the trip
is when new students share what
they have gained from the experience. So many students shared
that they have met new friends,
gained a community and learned
new things about themselves. It
is these things that make these
trips great and those students that
make the trips worthwhile for the
upperclassmen. I have always said
to my freshman seminar students
and students coming to orientation that there is almost nothing
that any other college offers you
that Baruch College does not, especially when it comes to student
life and leadership opportunities.
You just have to take the initiative
to take advantage of these opportunities that are waiting for you.
There are over 100 clubs on
campus, T.E.A.M. Baruch, Leadership Weekend trips, about 1,700
clubs events a year and numerous
other programs and events that
were created for you and all Baruch College Students.
Being a college student is not
only about getting good grades.

Let’s face it: your GPA is just a
number. It does not tell a story and
it does not tell someone who you
are. At the very least, it does not
make you dynamic to employers.
In my opinion, I think the most
rewarding part of being involved
on campus is giving back to a community of which you are a part.
The organization that stood out
to me the most was Undergraduate
Student Government. Despite how
nervous I was, I attended their first
general interest meeting. I joined
the academic affairs committee
and the rest is history. I went from
being the freshman who was too
shy to do an icebreaker to the president of that same organization.
I think that is the beauty of college—that it is not the outspoken
or popular kid that gets to do the
cool things on campus. You are
starting new and you and your
fellow peers are starting from the
same point; who you want to be on
campus is completely up to you. It
has nothing to do with what you
are or where you came from.
The first step to getting involved
on campus is joining a club. Please
go to our website usg-bearcat.com
to find out about all of the clubs at
Baruch, learn about USG and sign
up for our newsletter about club
events happening on campus. I
hope to see you on campus!
Annie Sourbis is the president of
Baruch College’s Undergraduate
Student Government. She may
be reached at annie.sourbis@
usgbaruch.com. If you have any
suggestions as to what you think
this column should cover, please
email Gabriel Marrero, Opinions
editor, at gmarrero@theticker.org.
You may also contact any member
of the USG executive board.

Pope Francis shines during US visit
THE POLITICKER

MIKHAIL RELUSHCHIN

P

ope Francis barnstormed
the United States last week,
and in the process, demonstrated just the sort of anomaly
he is. In six days, he revealed with
word and action that he is not
one man, but three. Before Congress, he was Francis the politician. Before the UN, he was Francis the humanitarian. And before
countless Americans, he was
Francis the saint.
Francis the politician was the
first to hit the tarmac in Washington, D.C. In statements with President Barack Obama, and later to a
joint session of Congress, Francis
knew his audience and catered his
speeches accordingly. A homage
to the American immigrant narrative was his opening line with
Obama. He warmed up Congress
by invoking Abraham Lincoln, before throwing red meat to liberals
and conservatives alike with his
discussion of climate change, poverty and abortion.
He kept his remarks grounded
in the American experience of
justice and liberty, conjuring the
figure of Martin Luther King, Jr. He
even stroked a few egos, comparing U.S. elected officials to “the figure of Moses.” Politician may seem
an insulting moniker for such talents, but there is no question that
Francis knew how to tailor his remarks for effect.
That being said, his agenda

was more humanitarian than political. The common refrains of his
speeches were not the hot-button
issues of U.S. politics, but rather
poverty, religious violence and climate change. Before Congress and
the UN, he delivered calls to action
on the issues that drove his initial
years as pope.
He referenced his encyclical, “Laudato si,’” making his case
again and again for the need to
protect the environment. His castigation of warfare in the name of religion, his call for greater rule of law
or his moral defense of dialogue
over aggression could all have
been ripped from any UN speech
delivered in the past decade—
though he occasionally slipped in
a reference to God, as popes are
wont to do.
And, in an unexpected rebuke
to Congress, he singled out the
“shameful silence” surrounding
the arms trade and the death penalty for condemnation. Presented
with a unique opportunity, the
pope used his bully pulpit to remind the world of one thing: we
have a long way to go.
Yet the most important Francis
is the one of almost saintly virtue.
Since his time as a Jesuit priest in
Buenos Aires, Francis was known
for acting beyond the call of his
office. He has visited slums and
extended kindness to the dangerously ill. He made waves by washing the feet of Italian prisoners the
year of his election and for calling
out organized crime.
During this trip, he passed on
dinner with elected officials in favor of a meal with the homeless.
He held an interfaith prayer at
Ground Zero in Manhattan and
even met with victims of church
sexual abuse, an issue that has
dogged his predecessor’s tenure as
pope. Perhaps it is a mark against
the institution of Catholicism that

its highest moral actor is an anomaly for such actions, yet here he is,
preaching love and reconciliation
with a deeply convincing fervor.
Each aspect of Francis had a
moment to shine during this first
visit to the United States. What
remains to be seen however, now
that he has departed and political
events have already begun overshadowing his stay, is what his visit
has really accomplished.
It was clear that Congress
learned nothing, as both sides immediately politicized his message
for their own ends. At the UN, his
message was well received but
quickly forgotten once the debate
on the Syrian conflict began.
At the time of writing, the media focus was on his supposed
support for Kim Davis, calling
her refusal to do her job “conscientious objection.” There was
never any question of his popularity among ordinary people, who
waited in line for hours for nary a
glimpse of his face or a whisper of
his live speeches.
If anything positive should rise
above the noise, it may be his remarkable consistency. Francis
spoke about the issues that he had
taken as his own and found a way
to relate them to every audience—
whether he was speaking truth
to power or preaching love to the
downtrodden. Francis is a man of
many virtues.
He is faithful to his religious
morals, has a great capacity for
empathy, and has a sense for the
politically achievable. But his
greatest virtue has been his ability
to inspire.
Some note that this ability is
reviving interest in Catholicism,
now that a truly Christ-like man
is once again at its helm. What remains to be seen is if this cardinal
virtue has made itself known in the
United States.

“Summer of Trump” coming to an end

Afghanistan is a poor ally

Despite a dominating summer, Donald Trump’s fellow anti-establishment candidates are catching up

The practice of “bacha bazi” in the country is being ignored by US

S

as the United States been
waging war in Afghanistan to defeat terror? Or to
transform a fractured multiethnic
and ethno-linguistic society, composed of 14 groups?
The Bush administration invaded Afghanistan in the wake
of Sep. 11, thereby initiating the
War in Afghanistan to destroy alQaeda. As such, after President
Bush’s success in chasing the Taliban from power, he naively cast his
eyes on Iraq, thereby downgrading
Afghanistan’s importance, with
his simplistic grasp of geopolitics. In consequent, the Taliban
regrouped and gained enough
strength to draw the war in Afghanistan to a standstill. It is in this
context that The New York Times
exposed the tragic story of Afghan
police and military officers who
brought young boys to military
bases they shared with U.S. troops
and sexually abused them.
The centuries-old Afghan practice involving pederasty known as
“bacha bazi”, or playing with boys,
may also include child pornography, slavery and child prostitution. Euphemistically, victims of
“bacha bazi” are called “tea boys.”
Although outlawed—and harshly
curbed by the Taliban—this form
of exploitation flourishes today.
Press coverage on “bacha bazi”
has forced President Ashraf Ghani
to publicly announce that he will
do everything in his power to
eradicate this widespread centuries-old practice, common among
many wealthy and prominent
men, of the sexual abuse of boys.
The article has compelled the
White House to express its deep
concern about the sexual abuse of
boys by its Afghan allies after The
New York Times alleged that the
United States was indirectly com-

ome in the media have taken
to referring to the past few
months as the “Summer of
Trump,” after the grandstanding,
bravado-wielding front-runner of
the Republican Primaries. Known
by all as a reality TV star and cutthroat businessman, The Donald,
as he is somewhat affectionately
referred to by media outlets and
pundits, has shot to unprecedented leads in statewide and national
polling, sometimes above the
runner-up by as much as 30 percent. In the weeks after the Sep. 17
debate, however, there has been a
sharp change in political climate,
proving the early months of Republican primaries to be not the
season of Donald Trump, but the
season of the outsider.
Two figures have stepped beside Trump to claim national acclaim and spotlight, much to the
dismay of liberal pundits who
like to paint the entire Republican Party as old, upperclass white
men. Riding the wave of outsider
enthusiasm onto the primetime
stage are Ben Carson, a pediatric
neurosurgeon, and Carly Fiorina, a
former CEO of Hewlett Packard. As
the previously unfamiliar figures
step forward and introduce themselves to their prospective voter
base, something many thought impossible begins to occur: the tidal
wave of Trump support slowly loses traction. And if things continue
as they are, Trump’s wave will be
reduced to another splash of surf
in a routine election cycle.
But why is this happening? To
answer this question, one must
look at why Trump grew to a rising popularity in the first place.
What Trump speaks to, which
pushed him into the idolizing of
many and the heavy distaste of
others, is the anger of disillusioned

conservatives who feel like they
are disregarded and underrepresented in government, and are
unhappy with the direction of the
country after more than six years
of what many would describe
as the most liberal president in
modern history.
Voters feel as though the country is going in a horribly wrong
direction, and that there exists a
political class that is separated and
unaware from the ‘on the ground’
perspective and simply does not
care about the struggles of average Americans. Trump’s unfiltered
speeches, containing statements
such as “politicians are stupid”
helped make a billionaire relatable
to a lower middle class construction worker who eyes the Washington, D.C. elites with disgust and
disillusionment.
It tapped into a strong, passionate anger that crosses issues or identity politics, and it
brought tens of thousands into
cramped stadiums to hear the
Donald speak.
This anger, however, quickly
loses traction as the want for powerful rhetoric gives way to the ultimate goal of all conservatives:
beating the seemingly inevitable
Hillary Clinton to secure the White
House in 2016. As the inflammatory words lose shock value, those
who wish to continue to the end of
the primaries are forced to focus
on the issues that face the country.
These issues include tax reform, immigration, healthcare and
the crumbling economy. On these
points, Trump falters, and the other political outsiders begin to shine
and take over.
Carson is an unparalleled
voice when it comes to the issue of
healthcare and poverty on the debate stage. A highly accomplished

neurosurgeon, Carson came from
the home of an illiterate single
mother and has worked his entire
life, saving hundreds, if not thousands of lives, and has seen the effects of unsatisfactory health coverage on impoverished communities. Fiorina too has her own forte
when it comes to business models
and the economy. Having been a
CEO for more than a decade, the
female powerhouse broke glass
ceilings repeatedly, and took a
lackluster company, in the midst
of an economic meltdown, and
with strong leadership, guided
it as she puts it, “from lagging to
leading in every sector, and every
product category.”
In addition to their previous
experiences, both Carson and Fiorina make it a point to study up on
subjects with which they are not
familiar, proving themselves capable of adapting and informing
themselves to make the best possible decisions. Trump however,
makes no such effort, which was
evident in the now famous interaction between him and radio host
Hugh Hewitt, who tripped him up
on the identities of several highprofile players in the Middle East,
including the president of Iran,
and the head of ISIS.
This was never clearer than
during the second primary debates. When talk turned from
Trumpcentricism to actual policy,
the loud, attention-demanding
Trump stayed silent for a collective
23 minutes, offering no concrete
plan or strategy for either foreign
or domestic policy.
The silence as of late has
seemed to signal the beginning of
the end.
-Siana Adorno
Graphic Communications ’17

H

plicit in such abuse.
In fact, the Leahy Law forbids
the United States from providing
military assistance to foreign militaries that violate human rights.
Although some U.S. soldiers had
brought this matter to the attention of their superiors, the complaints amounted to little until the
press exposed the issue. While the
United States has had close relations with the Afghan government,
NGOs, domestic and international, seek to put an end to the exploitation of children; the U.S. military
and the State Department err on
the side of cultural relativism.
The United States is caught in a
Catch-22 situation, so to speak. On
one hand, Afghanistan is an important front in the U.S. war on terror. Furthermore, American military and civilian representatives
in the nation are trying to rebuild,
as best as they can, stable police,
military, government institutions
and civil society, in the midst of an
uncontrollable loss of life.
And it would require an unlimited occupation of Afghanistan to
wipe out a penchant for tea boys.
The sublime objective is to win a
war, not to abolish the roots and
branches, to recreate the Afghan
society from top to bottom of Afghanistan in sum. The American
reading and film-loving audience
cannot truthfully claim complete
ignorance of “bacha bazi.” Khaled
Hosseni’s The Kite Runner, which
describes sexual abuse of young
boys, was No. 1 on The New York
Times Best Sellers List for more
than two years.
The United States has perhaps
not chosen well in pursuit of its
military and diplomatic objectives.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
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Turing Pharmaceuticals raises medication price to $750 per pill
BY STEVEN WEINER
STAFF WRITER

Daraprim, a drug needed for
AIDS patients, has recently increased in price—over 5,000 percent—from $13.50 a pill to $750,
after being acquired by Turing
Pharmaceuticals. The drug helps to
stop parasites, such as toxoplasma,
from growing and reproducing in
the body.
People who already have compromised immune systems due
to AIDS or cancer use this drug as
a precaution. Children can also
suffer birth deficiencies if their
mothers are exposed to the toxoplasma parasite during pregnancy.
Combined with other medications, it can be used to treat or
prevent malaria.
It also prevents tuberculosis.
The price jump for the 25-milligram tablet taken daily poses a
problem for people who cannot
afford to spend so much money. If
someone uses the pill everyday for
a year, they are spending $273,750.
Insurance companies may no longer be able to cover the cost for the
drug. There are two reasons medicines are becoming more expensive. One is that there are excessive
shortages of older generic drugs,
so people will buy them no matter
the cost, because they need them.
Another is that unbranded drugs
are being replicated as high-order
specialty drugs with stronger, longlasting benefits. Daraprim’s price
hike is shocking to many, but this
is not the first time a company has
done this.
Valeant Pharmaceuticals raised
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Martin Shkreli, CEO of Turing Pharmaceuticals, faces serious criticism for his decision to dramatically raise the price of Daraprim.
the price on two heart drugs, Isuprel and Nitropress, 525 percent
and 212 percent, respectively.
This only happened after they
were acquired from Marathon
Pharmaceuticals.
According to Dr. Judith Alberg,
the Chief of the Division of Infectious Diseases at Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai, hospitals cannot afford to provide the
expensive pill to patients. Instead,
they are using less effective treatments. Hospitalized patients in
low-income areas have already not
had access to the drug for a few
months, like at Grady Memorial
Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia. The
only hospitals providing Daraprim,

such as University of Chicago Medical Center, are getting discounts
and rebates because of lenient
federal rules.
The Toxoplasmosis Center at
the university has had no problem
getting the drugs delivered on time.
Dr. Rima Mcleod, Medical Director
of the center, has even said sometimes patients get the drug without
charge from Turing. “They have
jumped every time I’ve called,” she
said. “The situation seems workable despite the price increase.”
Martin Shkreli, Founder and
Chief Executive of Turing, has
made himself the headlines of media recently. He has responded to
the outrage others may feel with

little remorse. He says the drug is
rarely used therefore it provides no
change to the health care system.
The money earned will go toward
finding a cheaper and better treatment for Tuberculosis with fewer
side effects. “This isn’t the greedy
drug company trying to gouge patients, it is us trying to stay in business,” Shkreli said. “Many patients
use the drug for far less than a year
and the price is now more in line
with those of other drugs with rare
diseases.” Doctors across the nation went against Shrkeli saying
that although there are side effects,
they could be handled and are not
serious. Shkreli has been at the
center of controversy before he got

into the pharmaceutical business.
In his 20s, as a hedge fund manager, he would urge the FDA not
to approve certain drugs made by
companies whose stocks he was
shorting. He first got into pharmaceuticals in 2011 owning a business called Retrophin. Even back
then he was raising the prices of
drugs. The board of Retrophin fired
him in fall 2014 and filed a complaint against him in August 2015
in Federal District Court accusing
him of using the money he made
to pay back angry investors from
his hedge fund. They figured he got
involved just to pay debts he owed.
To stop the public outcry, Shkreli
said he would decrease the amount
of money per pill to a more affordable price. The specific amount of
the price decrease has not yet been
announced. He does not have to
worry about what anyone thinks of
the change because he is still making a profit. “The media backlash is
not something I take too seriously.
Half the country doesn’t like drug
companies. The other half of the
country doesn’t care,” Shkreli told
ABC. “But in terms of the business
it’s been a wonderful move.”
Jim Smeeding, a pharmacist
and Executive Director of the National Association of Specialty
Pharmacy, says they can make
more money from selling specialty
drugs. Retailers can make more
money dispensing specialty medications “than they do on run-ofthe-mill diabetes medications,”
Smeeding said. In the end, not even
Walgreens has any say over how
much the manufacturer charges for
the drug.

Fed maintains low interest rate amid uncertainty in global market
BY MOUSTAFA ISMAIL
STAFF WRITER

The Federal Reserve recently
announced that the key interest
rate would remain between 0 and
0.25 percent in order to preserve
the thriving United States economy. The federal interest rate is the
percentage fee paid by banks upon
receiving loans from the Federal
Reserve System.
The Fed hopes that the low
interest rate will encourage businesses and consumers alike to
keep spending amid the resulting
low cost of credit. Moreover, the
increase in demand for goods and
services is expected to aid in the
creation of jobs and reduce the national unemployment rate. Economists predict that unemployment
will continue to fall to approximately 4.8 percent by 2016.
However, Janet Yellen, chair
of the Fed, explained that the uncertainty in global markets played
an equal role in the decision to
maintain the current federal interest rate. “We don’t want to respond
to market turbulence … but when
there are significant financial developments, it is incumbent on us
to ask ourselves what is causing
them … it seems to us as though
concerns about the global economic outlook were drivers of those financial developments,” said Yellen.
In a later press conference,
Yellen specified that the global
concerns included the declining
Chinese economy and unstable
oil prices, which “may restrain
economic activity somewhat and
are likely to put further downward pressure on inflation in the
near term,” said the Federal Open
Market Committee.
The inflation rate, which sits at
a sluggish 1.2 percent, has become
the main concern of the Fed, which

set a benchmark of 2 percent. Nevertheless, the Fed is relying on the
decreasing unemployment rate to
boost prices, thereby slowly raising
inflation towards its goal.
Any dramatic increase in the
inflation rate would force the Fed
to dramatically increase interest rates and stun the country’s
economic growth.
Since the announcement was
made, the low interest rates have
influenced a drop in home mortgage rates. The Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation, Freddie
Mac, announced that the 30-year
fixed-rate mortgage dropped to
3.86 percent following the Fed’s announcement, down from 3.91 percent just the week before, thereby
increasing the number of home
sales and loan applications alike.
As described by Sean Becketti,
chief economist at Freddie Mac,
“2015 is on pace to have the highest
home sales total since 2007.”
Others fond of the Fed’s inactivity include liberal economists and
activists who oppose an increase
in the federal interest rate until the
unemployment rate is significantly
lower, along with an increase of at
least 3.5 percent in wages.
Josh Bivens, research and policy
director for the Economic Policy
Institute, applauded the Fed and
wished they would maintain their
policy, “and only tighten after there
is a significant and durable increase in inflation.”
Furthermore, Ady Barkan, director of the Fed Up campaign,
credits the Fed for keeping working
families in mind when making their
decision, adding that “it would
have been economically devastating—and immoral—[for the Fed] to
slow the economy.”
Conversely, some were directly
critical of Yellen, noting that financial developments are natural in
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Yellen stated that the Fed’s decision to keep a lower target interest rate was based partially on the low U.S. inﬂation rate.
a global economy and should not
influence a decision of such great
magnitude.
“How do we measure what
they’re talking about with respect
to global developments; to us there
is always uncertainties on global
developments. You’re talking about
many different nations; different
stages of the economic cycle, different policy,” said John Silvia, chief
economist at Wells Fargo. Additionally, Bill Gross of Janus Capital
Group was very outspoken in voicing his displeasure with the Fed’s
overwhelming focus on inflation
and unemployment, saying it resulted in “a savers’ nightmare.”
In other words, Gross ,like others, believes that the reluctance to
increase the federal interest rate

has resulted in a compromised return on stocks and bonds, [which is
discouraging] people from investing altogether. According to Gross,
a company will take loans only
when it sees the opportunity to
make significant profit, regardless
of the current interest rate; thus, attempting to influence the economy
by keeping interest rates low is a
meaningless effort.
Surprisingly, Janet Yellen announced that the Fed would raise
the federal interest rate before
2016; the earliest being the next
scheduled FOMC meetings on Oct.
27 and Oct. 28. William C. Dudley,
New York Fed President amplified
Yellen’s plans, even suggesting that
the Fed will “tighten policy gradually” soon after the federal interest

rate increases. Dudley specified
that the benchmark for interest rate
increase would be 1.4 percent by
the end of 2016 and 2.6 percent by
the end of 2017.
The scheduled interest rate
hike has brought concern to liberal
economists who would like the Fed
to continue their passive interest
rate strategy. Zillow chief economist Svenja Gudell is concerned
that the current spike in the housing market will ultimately be compromised as soon as the interest
rate increases.
Prior to Yellen’s interest rate increase announcement, Josh Bivens
and Fed united with other activists
in protest outside of the Washington office where the conference
was held.
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App Store faces first malware attack
BY VICKIE SAVVIDES
STAFF WRITER

In what is considered to be the
first major attack on the iOS App
Store, Apple Inc. has taken great
initiative against a recent malware,
found to have infected 40 of the
tech giant’s applications.
XcodeGhost, a malware uploaded to a Baidu server in China,
is a counterfeit version of Apple’s
software “Xcode,” used for the
building of iOS apps. XcodeGhost
was found to have inserted malicious codes alongside normal
app functions that causes apps
to report to a command and
control server.
Once it reaches the server, the
app reports a variety of device information including but not limited to the name of the infected
app, the app bundle identifier,
network information, the device’s
“identifierForVendor” details, and
the device name, type and unique
identifying information.
In short, applications developed using the counterfeit XcodeGhost allow the attacking agents
to easily steal private data about
users and send it to their own
foreign servers.
The discovery of malware in
Apple’s App Store is the first for the
company, which is known to have
strict security for its software. Apple puts apps through a stringent
review process before publishing
them in the App Store.
Palo Alto Networks, a security company with headquarters
in Santa Clara, Calif., has cooperated with the Apple Company
throughout the investigation of
the virus.
According to the company,
most of the apps affected by the
malware are popular Chinese ones,
including Didi Kuaidi, a cab-hail-

ing application, and Baidu Music.
However, this does not limit the
extensive harm of the vicious software; the malware could have potentially affected millions of users
across the globe, according to Palo
Alto Networks.
Based on the information the
security company found, Palo
Alto Networks confirmed the danger of the counterfeit Xcode in a
blog post.
A post by the company said,
“XcodeGhost is a very harmful
and dangerous malware that has
bypassed Apple’s code review and
made unprecedented attacks on
the iOS ecosystem. The techniques
used in this attack could be adopted by criminal and espionage
focused groups to gain access to
iOS devices.”
The security network further
noted that the hackers behind XcodeGhost were able to send fake
alerts to infected devices to trick
owners of Apple devices into revealing information.
In addition, the perpetrators
could read and alter information in compromised devices’
clipboards, leaving them possible access to confidential material stored on people’s phones,
including passwords.
According to Palo Alto Networks, it seems that hackers attacked the tendency of Chinese
developers to use Xcode from local
servers because of its faster download speed.
Consequently, using a modified
version of Xcode requires app developers to disable Apple’s security
features, leading to what is considered to be the largest attack on the
tech giant.
The security company is not
the only corporation getting involved with this scandal. Amazon
and Chinese web giant Baidu have

teamed up in an effort to address
the Apple security threat, which
greatly compromises their company and consumers.
Amazon has shutdown all
C2 servers on Amazon Web Services that the malware used
to upload privacy information
and dispatch controlling commands. Baidu has removed
Xcode installers from its cloud file
sharing service.
On the “Developer” section of
the Apple site, the tech company
affirmed that all apps from the App
Store that were built with XcodeGhost have been removed.
Once the attack went viral, the
company began working with developers of the affected apps to
ensure that they are now using the
proper version of Xcode to rebuild
their apps.
In order to ensure that this does
not happen again, the company
advises its customers to “always
download Xcode directly from the
Mac App Store, or from the Apple
Developer website, and leave
Gatekeeper enabled on all systems to protect against tampered
software.”
The reason for this is that
the code signature from the
software downloaded is automatically checked and validated
through the Apple Developer
website.
Apple continued listed on its
website the commands that can
be taken to verify the identity of
downloaded software, as well as
many tools that can assess the validity of the Xcode version.
Since the attack, Apple has released Xcode 7.1 beta 2, a new version of the software released a few
days before the attack.
It now includes Xcode IDE, simulators and all required tools for
the building of apps.

Home sales lower than
expected in August
BY ELIZABETH DASH
STAFF WRITER

The National Association of
Realtors recently released a report presenting that existing home
sales for August decreased by 4.8
percent from July. Despite lower
interest rates and reduced down
payments, the number of home
purchases did not increase accordingly. In fact, the decline was
more than three times that expected by Wall Street Journal analysts.
The report was released on Sep. 21.
The association gave different
conceivable causes for the decline, but Lawrence Yun, its chief
economist, suggested the poor
performance in August is likely a
result of lacking inventory. Also,
the construction of new properties has not been in proportion to
job gains, according to the report.
NAR released a separate report
earlier this month assessing this
recent trend in development and
the effect it has on home sales.
Yun commented, “In addition
to slow housing turnover and the
diminishing supply of distressed
properties, lagging new construction—especially single family—
has kept available inventory far
below balanced levels.” He also
proposed that the lack of home
options for buyers might be attributable to the rise in market price of
homes.
In August, the median price of
existing homes was $228,700 compared to $218,400 at the same time
last year. This is about a 4.7 percent increase, reflecting the effect
inflation has on real estate.
The end of an affordable housing tax credit in New York could
also be another reason sales in
the beginning of August dropped

from the previous month in the
region. Nonetheless, NAR indicated that the percent of first time
homebuyers in the United States
increased from 28 percent to 32
percent between July and August,
an encouraging indication that the
number of home purchases will
increase as a result.
The same day the home sales
report was released, the Dow
Jones Home Construction Index
fell 1.3 percent, closing down eight
points. Before this, however, the
index was at a high, up about 2 percent. This index usually changes in
correspondence with the current
state of the real estate market, specifically influenced by the demand
for homes. According to NAR, the
length of time a home would stay
on the market was about 47 days
in August compared to 42 days
in July. However, in August of last
year, properties remained up for
sale for about 53 days. Roughly 60
percent of the homes in August
this year stayed on the market for
more than a month.
Even though the number of
transactions fell between July and
August of this year, the number of
home sales for each month compared to the same month last year
has increased for the past 11 consecutive months. Overall, home
sales have increased 6.2 percent
since a year ago; that is roughly 5
million deals. These statistics support the association’s prediction
that the decrease in home sales
might not be too concerning.
If sales continue to decline
on a monthly basis, the trend will
likely be sustained. This specific
drop might just be due to special circumstances and is not a
clear indication that the market is
in jeopardy.

Volkswagen cheats in harmful emissions tests, faces investigations

JORGE HURTADO I THE TICKER

As a result of the investigations into Volkswagen’s unlawful emissions testing practices, CEO Winterkorn has resigned.
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

A Notice of Violation released
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency revealed that Volkswagen AG, Audi AG and Volkswagen
Group of America, together comprising Volkswagen, have been investigated and found guilty of violating the Clean Air Act.
The main purpose of the CAA is
to protect the health of American
families as well as the environment
from harmful pollutants emitted
from sources like cars.
The violation was discovered by
a study conducted by West Virginia
University’s Center for Alternative
Fuels, Engines and Emissions. It
was discovered that two Volkswagen light-duty diesel engines violated EPA’s standards for nitrogen
oxide emissions.

When the news became public,
Volkswagen came under investigation for violating two sections of
the CAA.
Between 2009 and 2015, Volkswagen introduced some lightduty diesel vehicles made with 2.0
liter engines.
These vehicles were made with
a certain “defeat device” in them,
or a device that counters the effectiveness of the vehicle’s emission
control system. The purpose of a
defeat device in such vehicles, according to the document, is to “bypass, defeat, or render inoperative
elements of the vehicles’ emission
control system that exist to comply
with CAA emission standards.” This
resulted in the first violation.
Because light-duty motor devices must satisfy certain emission
standards, these vehicles are required to pass EPA’s certification

program in order to gain permission to enter the U.S. markets.
This leads to Volkswagen’s second violation. The manufacturer
sold vehicles that did not match the
specifications provided to the EPA
in Volkswagen’s application for the
aforementioned certificate.
Whenever a manufacturer
wants to certify a new car model,
it must provide a full list of control
devices built into the model as well
as the justification and purpose of
the said control devices.
Because Volkswagen did not
provide a description of the defeat
device installed in some of its models, the certificate should not have
been granted in the first place.
Volkswagen was able to trick
certificate testing by installing a
software into the electronic control
module of the tested vehicles.
When the software sensed that

it was being tested, it modified the
car’s settings to make sure that the
level of emission complied with
EPA standards.
As a result, some models had
nitrogen oxide emissions that were
10-to-40 times higher than the
emission levels allowed by the EPA.
The models that violate the
CAA are the Jetta, Jetta Sportwagen, Golf, Golf Sportwagen, Beetle,
Beetle Convertible and Audi A3. As
mentioned previously, the violation only affects models produced
between 2009 and 2015.
But the numbers are staggering;
it has been revealed that 1.2 million
cars were affected worldwide.
Volkswagen’s CEO Martin Winterkorn resigned due to pressures
within the manufacturer, and
news sources soon reported that
the former CEO is also a target of
the investigation.
“Volkswagen needs a fresh
start,” Winterkorn stated in the
press release announcing his
resignation.
Winterkorn has been replaced
by Matthias Muller, former CEO of
Porsche, in hopes that he will be
able to revive Volkswagen.
As a result, the Volkswagen AG
stocks have dropped severely. A
day before the violation was made
public, the manufacturer’s stocks
closed at 167.80 euros.
Four days after the announcement, the stocks fell to 106 euros.
Information from Google Finance
shows a recovery was short-lived,
peaking at 112.15 euros on Sep. 24,
before reaching a new low of 99.30
euros on Sep. 28.
The responses to the drop in value are mixed. While some believe
that the stock prices will return to
normal in the near future, others
doubt whether the company will
ever be able to recover.
Unfortunately,
Volkswagen’s

actions might have a broader effect than it may seem. In a recent
conference in Brussels, Jens Spahn,
German deputy finance minister, expressed his concern that the
carbon emission scandal can have
a negative effect on the German
economy, which is largely dependent on its car industry.
This scenario becomes more
likely as more stories surface
about the possibility of other car
manufacturers failing to meet
emission standards.
A new report revealed that
BMW X3 produced over 11 times
the amount of nitrous oxide emissions allowed in Europe, which resulted in a fall from 88.26 euros per
share on Sep. 17 to 76.59 euros per
share on Sep. 28.
Interestingly enough, the issue
of modifying cars to cheat emission
testing is not a novelty. In a recent
interview with Deutsche Welle, a
German international broadcaster,
VCD’s spokesperson Gerd Lottsiepen voiced his concerns on the
reality behind certificate exams.
“We assume that other manufacturers have been using this technology for years. The fuel consumption data provided by manufacturers is striking. The gap between values on paper and reality have been
growing. The difference indicates
that different methods are used
to cheat in tests,” Lottsiepen told
the interviewers.
Lottsiepen explained that in
Europe’s case, the issue lies on the
fact that manufacturers are not as
severely punished for cheating on
the emission tests as they are in the
United States. Though using software to modify results is illegal in
both regions, Lottsiepen describes
its use as an “open secret.” In order
to prove any suspicions, he claims
that a larger sample of cars needs to
be tested.
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Drake and Future drop collaborative mixtape on Apple Music
BY AMANI JAMES
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

As the beat drops, the trap is in
full effect. Beats laced with electronic drums control the bass.
Much anticipated after being
teased by hip-hop insiders like Angela Yee and Drake himself, What
A Time to Be Alive is two different
sounds colliding within one mixtape. Southern trap rapper Future
and Toronto native Drake take us
to the trap with bass-filled bangers
under the production of Metro
Boomin, with the help of Noël and
Oliver 40. Opposite of what many
expected, WATTBA is filled with
Future’s heavy verses, as his auto
tune takes control of the tracks.
Drake, the more famously
known of the two, takes a backseat,
lending his verses where Future
leaves off. Although he does take
the driver’s seat in some tracks,
Future’s sound is still heavily influential. This creates a big brother
complex, as Drake seems to be
helping Future move along within
the mixtape, and to also succeed
not only in music, but also within
his chaotic life.
Opening the mixtape, we are
brought into the trap through the
eyes of Future in “Digital Dash.” A
native of Kirkwood, Atlanta, he is
no stranger to the cloudy world of
narcotics. Throughout the track he
talks about women and cars interchangeably. “Digitial Dash” is a reference to the high-tech dashboard
of luxury cars.
As Drake closes with a verse discussing the problems with fame,
one might long for more creating

WWW.UNDERTHEGUNREVIEW.NET

What A Time to Be Alive brings together two very diﬀerent sounds in Drake and Future, uniting two diﬀerent fan bases.
this same frustration through the
mixtape. This leaves songs like “30
for 30 Freestyle” as a sneak peek
into his ever-evolving thought process.
“Big Rings” starts with Drake
making a pointed comment about
his advances. “Yea, I know we
just signed a deal/but I need my
advance on the next one too,” he
says. Clearly making a reference
to his Apple deal, which is allegedly worth $20 million, he reminds
us that his consistent relevancy
allows him the leisure to benefit from his business deals in advance. However, nothing reminds
us more of the Drake takeover than
“Diamonds Dancing.”
Future boasts about the diamonds dancing on him as the light
reflects on the gold chains around
his neck, maintaining his stereo-

typical rapper pseudo. Drake,
however, lectures his girl about the
quality time he spends with her,
opening up the door to the other
side of fame.
A sense of guilt lingers as he
sings, “Telling them I never spend
time with you/it’s hard to find a
time we been.” As the beat fades
after Future and Drake chant the
hook, the beat changes to a melancholy tone as Drake moves to a personal level. While he discusses his
unhappiness with a certain someone, a haunting vibe follows as he
repeats words like “ungrateful” and
“you’re doing me dirty.”
The pain within his repetitiveness is clear, as the lyrics reflect
thoughts that he has turned over in
his mind time and time again.
With Metro Boomin producing a bone-chilling beat, Future’s

auto tune takes over as the horns
increase through the speakers for
“Scholarships.” His fight to fame
has been a dark one, as he moved
from the darkness of his neighborhood, his demons in tow. “I wake
up and pray every morning/these
demons, they callin’ my soul,” he
tells listeners.
Reminiscent of his past and
publicly failing relationship, Future wishes he could give it all
back to his ex-finance, Ciara, in the
bridge. However, he knows that he
too must move on to be successful. His struggle with the darkness
continues as he discusses the two
of deadly sins most associated with
money: greed and envy. Future’s
ability to be honest, although his
storyline is common, creates a
deeper connection for listeners to
his music.

Through his music, one is given
the opportunity to see the light out
of the gutter. However, they must
be aware that the darkness will always linger. As one moves through
WATTBA, it is clear that boastful
tracks about money, cars and girls
are not always done from a positive
perspective. While Drake and Future take turns tackling these topics, their boastful attitudes quickly
become resentful and melancholy. Questioning the true power
of fame, one might wonder if it is
all worth it as they discuss failed
relationships and untrustworthy
circles.
Unfortunately, WATTBA is not a
peek into Drake’s up-and-coming
album, Views from the 6. Much like
his platinum mixtape, the expectation is that it will exclusively released on Apple Music. Much like
his mixtape, If You’re Reading This
It’s Too Late, it is expected to captivate fans with beats exclusively
produced by 40, and the lyrics that
have pushed Drake into relevance
for five years now.
Not many have mastered collaborations. However, within the
last 10 years, there has been a major growth in collaborations and
features within the hip-hop realm.
Watch The Throne serves as the
perfect example: a collaboration
done by two of the biggest rappers of our time, Jay-Z and Yeezus
himself, Kanye West. Much like
their peers, Jay-Z and West zeroed
in on a new way to see the music.
Through collaboration, artists are
not only able tap into another artists’ resources but also connect
with a new fan base.

Perlin brings new perspective to the New Media Artspace at Baruch
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Perlin was able to argue court
motions and invoke the Freedom
of Information Act to ensure that
documents related to the Rosenberg case were publicly released.
As hundreds of thousands of these
released pages “eventually threatened to outgrow” his law offices,
as a New York Times obituary puts
it, Perlin started sending the documents to Columbia University for
archiving. The Perlin Papers, as the
collection came to be known, provided ample material for a namesake eight-film cycle by Jenny Perlin. Three of these films are now
part of Jenny Perlin: Open Sentence,
an exhibition curated by Katherine Behar at Baruch College’s New
Media Artspace.
Jenny Perlin is a visual artist, an
educator and related to Mike Perlin. She works with 16-mm films,
drawings and installations as work
is part of the permanent collection
at the Museum of Modern Art and
Seattle Art Museum, among others.
She has taught at the New School,
University of Pennsylvania and the
Cooper Union; and—there is no
polite way to say this—her work has
traveled more countries than yours
truly has counties.
Mimeograph, on the second
floor, is the only properly fictional
work among the three films from
“The Perlin Papers” series. Mimeograph imagines a workday in
the life of two women who type up
transcripts of FBI tapings. These
anonymous women—neither is
named during the 15-odd minutes
she appears on film—type away,
the clickety-clack broken by a slide
or an occasional ding of carriage
return. Sometimes, they mistype:
an error is rectified with the stroke
of a Ticonderoga or some maneuver as novel to most millennials as
an iPad command is to Paul Sch-

weitzer of the Gramercy Typewriter
Co. The nameless women—cogs in
a voyeuristic capitalist machine,
not unlike Mr. Bucket from Roald
Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory—fade into oblivion and
the transcripts they produce into
secrecy.
Sight Reading, on the third floor,
is a three-channel video “depicting three professional piano players attempting to perform a piece
of music that they have never seen
before.” The piece in question is
Robert Schumann’s Piano Concerto in A minor, and the artists
play the first half of the first movement. All three start at the same
time and proceed at their natural
speed. Each time a player makes
a mistake, his or her screen goes
dark and quiet while the other two
carry on. Only once do all screens
go dark simultaneously.
Accompanying Sight Reading
on the third floor is Schumann, a
2002 film structured around the
composer’s concerto. Aside from
the many phobias that aggrieved
him, Schumann probably had tinnitus: in what could only be described as a beautiful tragedy, one
of the many sounds he heard was
apparently the A note. Schumann
incorporates sheet music, written
words and pictures in an almost
dissonant fashion and, ironically,
without a sound.
Transcript, on the fourth floor,
is a dinner conversation from
1953. In the evening of Oct. 30, four
months after the Rosenbergs were
executed, Maxwell Finestone and
wife Annette hosted Ernest Pataki
and wife Vivian Glassman in their
West Village apartment (Pataki
and Glassman are not identified
as spouses in the transcript). Transcript is a verbatim re-enactment
of the mostly muffled conversation—in its “precise inaudibility,”
as Perlin states. The voice actors

are not seen; the recording is set
against eerie pictures of hallways,
doors and a staircase in a prewar
walkup; and the soundtrack lends
an air of mystery. What is most unnerving, however, is the articulation, clear and unambiguous, by
one subject, of an awareness of being spied on. Tables are turned, but
has the purpose (of spying) been
defeated? Does the awareness enhance the subject’s agency or does
it simply transform the subject
from a defenseless target to a willing victim? Have you ever wondered why nobody has attempted a
periodization of surveillance?
Inaudible, a four-minute stopmotion is companion to Transcript.
It lists all mentions of Inaudible in
the transcript from the Finestone
dinner party. There are also men-

tions of imagined words, conjectures based on the sounds that FBI
operatives on duty heard.
On the fifth floor, Funes, a
two-part (originally three-part)
film adapted from “Funes the
Memorious” by Jorge Luis Borges,
“expand[s] the original text through
animation, narration, musical
soundtrack and the labor of copying as a means to deeper comprehension.” In one part, the screen
displays hand-copied text from the
story in English while voice actors
read the original Spanish text. The
narration precedes the appearance
of the corresponding words on
screen. A single, solid sentence—
ut nihil non iisdem verbis redderetur—summarizes the entire plot.
Ireneo Funes falls off a horse and
becomes a wunderkind. Is his in-

fallible memory a boon or a curse?
The title of the exhibition, Open
Sentence, is derived from a mathematical concept. A closed sentence is always true or always false.
An open sentence could be either
because it contains unknowns,
or variables. “Two and two make
four” is a closed sentence; “X is an
odd number” is not.
And what are these works
on display if not either-or statements? The actions and inactions—are they right or wrong?
Who knows?
Jenny Perlin: Open Sentence
runs through Dec. 7 at the New Media Artspace, in the library building, open during regular library
hours. If your date belongs to the
non-Baruch public, ask the security guard to dial a docent.
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Perlin’s work is a part of the permanent collection at both the Museum of Modern Art and the Seattle Art Museum.
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Murals bring color to unconventional neighborhoods in NYC
BY JESSICA NIEBERG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While some neighborhoods in
New York City flourish in color, others have but a splash of it.
With plans to bring galleryquality art to bleak areas throughout the five boroughs, seven artists have contributed their work to
launch the very first wall of Public
Gallery NYC this past week on Avenue U and Mill Avenue in Mill
Basin, Brooklyn.
According to the artist and curator of the project, John Westbay, who is known as Westgard,
the notion for something like this
originated after feedback he received from the first mural he had
ever painted. Since he had never
worked on such a large surface before, he decided to divide the space
into three sections.
One portion features a portrait
of Vincent van Gogh symbolically
accenting his ear. Another portion
is a replica of Abbey road using
Keith Haring-style art to represent
the Beatles, titling it Haring Road,
and the last a girl with a Salvador
Dali-inspired, melting clock face.
“You don’t know how many
people walked by and asked who it
was,” Westbay said, referring to his
van Gogh. “Or how many people
were like, ‘it’s supposed to be Abbey Road.’” It was clear to him that
many people from the community
were not cultured in the arts, thus
sparking his efforts to educate and
inspire people to ask questions and
take interest in learning more. “I
want to be the pioneer for art in this
community. This is where I’m from
and it’s not a very artistic area,”
Westbay sighed.
Westbay used acrylic and latex
paint to design his piece for Public Gallery NYC. Westbay recreated a portrait he made of Kanye
West with words that read, Love

As an artist, Florentino
aims to strip away the
ﬁlters of society. “I try to see
things simple,
but you can get lost very
easily in montnous pattern of
life. High deﬁntion,
multi-colored ﬁlters, or
distractions, can make
reality; I want to deconstruct
and expose those layers
for what they really
are, not just what they
seen,” he says.
Yourself, suggesting the viewer
love him or her self the way Kanye
loves himself.
Christopher Florentino, known
as Flore, used aerosol for his piece:
a pattern and color-filled, signature
style of his work called Roots. Given
that title, the gallery is near Marine
Park, which is the neighborhood he
grew up in. As an artist, Florentino
aims to strip away the filters of society. “I try to see things simple, but
you can get lost very easily in the
monotonous pattern of life. High
definition, multi-colored filters,
or distractions, can mask reality;
I want to deconstruct and expose
those layers for what they really are,
not just what they seem,” he says.
Harlem artist Emilio Ramos
used aerosol to create a variation of his pop-art, signature style,
which he titled, Mill Ave Creeper.
According to Ramos, Harlem is not
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Public Gallery is showcasing their murals in Brooklyn, Astoria, Harlem, and other neighborhoods throughout the tristate area.
very accepting of street art, so he
firmly believes this project will be
extremely eye-opening if placed
in the neighborhoods that lack
creativity the most.
The female contributor, Lina
Valentina, says where she lives in
Astoria is also “very anti-art.” She
too hopes one of the gallery walls
will be placed in her community
to influence residents. As an artist, Valentina is known for her edgy
style, and never strays too far from
her preferred dark color palette.
She used acrylic and latex to craft
her Zipper Mouth.
Michael Deangelo, the individual credited for attaining the prominent wall for Public Gallery’s debut,
used acrylic paint to create Mean
Streets, adding his preferred style
of realism to the gallery. Being that
Deangelo is prominently an actor,
this happens to be the first wall he

has worked on.
Ainac, an acronym for “Art Is
Not A Crime,” is recognized for
their stenciled Abraham Lincoln
faces scattered among the city’s
streets. Using aerosol and a stencil, they created a Buddha piece
titled Serenity.
Last but not least is Moody
Mutz, the “OG” writer whose passion for art has been recognized
highlighting the streets of New York
City since the early 1990s. Mutz
chose to recreate a piece titled
Summer Nights after the original
was recently stolen from a Manhattan gallery.
After the artists completed their
work, Brooklyn Carpenters owner
Damiano “Deebs” Macaluso, transformed each piece into an installation, making it the unconventional
gallery that it is. By mounting sleek,
black PVC molding around each

piece, as well as didactic panels
with information, he polished the
gallery off.
Leny Prog, Director of Marketing for Westbay, is currently working on an interactive website. The
website will allow fans of the gallery to see a virtual archive of the
walls as they go up, the artists who
contribute and each location. Additionally, Prog says that the next
wall, and every other to come, will
be equipped with solar panel lights
attached to illuminate each piece.
Although the gallery was originally curated for the people, it can
also be viewed as a platform for artists. “It offers opportunity for unknown artists to get noticed,” said
Prog.
Artists that would like to be a
part of future walls of Public Gallery NYC can contact Publicgallerynyc@gmail.com for inquiries.

Kandinsky’s unique sensory response captivates at the Guggenheim
BY SUMIT POUDYAL
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

In an unusually quiet Guggenheim Museum, visitors congregate
around works by Wassili Kandinsky on the third-floor gallery. Cellphones disappear and headphones
abound in this corner, but shutterbugs do not seem to mind—there is
enough elsewhere in the building
to satiate photographic appetite.
In a 1930 letter to Kandinsky,
Hilla Rebay, art advisor to Solomon R. Guggenheim, the museum’s eponymous first director,
gushed about Solomon’s love for
Kandinsky’s work. The museum
now possesses 150 of Kandinsky’s
works in its permanent collection,
and thanks to Rebay, the range of
these works chronicles Kandinsky’s
evolution as an artist and thinker.
Despite the temptation to do so, it
is incomplete, and therefore inaccurate, to refer to Kandinsky solely
as an artist. Surely, Kandinsky pioneered abstract art. His art is in conjunction with his understanding of
and unwavering loyalty to Gesamtkunstwerk, roughly meaning a total
work of art. If Kandinsky’s theories
offer a window to the evolution of
his artistic portfolio, his art offers
a window to his growth as an aesthetic theorist. This understanding,
in turn, is crucial to making sense
of his work, which can appear to be
mind-boggling if not a tad silly.
Kandinsky was a synesthete and
he knew it. He had a unique sensory response to music; shapes and
colors, to him, were inseparable.
An accomplished cellist himself,
Kandinsky responded to Arnold
Schoenberg’s String Quartet No. 2
with Impression (III) Concert (currently on display at Lenbacchaus in
Munich), a black blotch of a grand
piano amid a sea of stick figures
for the audience. And the rest, a la
Coldplay, is all yellow.

An extraordinary perception fueled Kandinsky. As this perception
evolved, so did his understanding
of Gesamtkunstwerk and the way
he sought to achieve it: through
simplification of form. A comparison of Blue Mountain (1908-09)
and Improvisation 28 (1912) offers an interesting observation: although Kandinsky employs similar
motifs in both works, the visual
disparity is remarkable. Kandinsky,
however, was not a pioneer of the
Gesamtkunstwerk ideal. He is believed to have been influenced by
Richard Wagner, who himself made
at least two references to the ideal
in his published essays. Of course,
Wagner came closest to creating
such a work himself with The Ring
of Nibelung; the most influential for
Kandinsky was Lohengrin, the Romantic opera recognizable for its
bridal chorus.
Interestingly, the first production of Lohengrin was in Weimar—
the city would later host Bauhaus
under Walter Gropius—in honor
of Goethe, who was another major
inspiration for Kandinsky and contemporary practitioners of non-objective art. Goethe’s color theory,
without an exaggeration, greatly
influenced the learning environment at Weimar Bauhaus. Besides
Kandinsky, Paul Klee and Johannes
Itten were practically synesthetes.
Gropius, already a respected architect when he became Bauhaus
director in 1919, believed that only
architecture could come closest to
representing
Gesamtkunstwerk.
Sommerfeld House and Otte House
were his claims to achievement of
the ideal.
When he published On the Spiritual in Art (1912), Kandinsky had
given up on natural forms, and his
landscapes had started on their
aesthetic evolution. The cow in
The Cow (1910) (not on display) is
what it is—mostly white with some

patches—in midst of golden fields
with blue rivers and green hills in
the background. The Rider (1911)
(not on display) is a yellow blob
attached to a green blob on top of
an equine figure. The color evolution had happened: yellow is an
aggressive, active color, and hence
assigned to the rider’s head; green
is a mixture of yellow and blue, and
since blue is the opposite of yellow,
green is a color of balance, which
makes sense as the color for the
rider’s body.
The association of color with
forms happened around the same
time. Before the holy trinity of triangles, circles and squares, came
Kandinsky’s dots and lines. The dot
was a circle, and therefore, a circle

was a large dot. A line was a series
of dots placed adjacently. Black
Lines (1913) is a resultant of these
major ideas. The irony, however, is
that while Kandinsky, through simplification of form which rebelled
against the prevalent objective art,
he was not as removed from nature
as he would like. There were times
Kandinsky would be hard-pressed
to clarify what “inner necessity,”
that driving force of artistic creation, was. His attempts at distinguishing true inner necessities
from those not were questionable
for obvious reasons: not everybody is a Kandinsky. Not all self-respecting 20th-century Europeans
found it easy to believe that their
inner necessities were misplaced

because Kandinsky said so. Another irony was Kandinsky’s view
on artistic creation. Kandinsky’s
abstract art was about departure
from nature, not from rules. While
he sought to break down existing
rules on how to paint, he attempted
to lay down strict guidelines on creation of non-objective art. Cool and
reserved, Kandinsky was often seen
as dogmatic. The geometric Several
Circles (1926) is, according to Kandinsky, a study of oppositional forces, hardly a work of whimsy.
The Kandinsky Gallery at the
Guggenheim Museum is open
for public viewing through spring
2016. Take advantage of reduced
admission until Oct. 9: $10 for
students.
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Improvisation 28 employs similar motifs to Kandinsky’s other pieces, but the visual disparities among his works are remarkable.
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Hollywood Vampires album pays tribute to rock ‘n’ roll classics
BY LUIS LUCERO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

One unique type of group in
music is the supergroup. A supergroup is defined as a band that
consists of artists who are already
successful in their respective fields,
either as a solo artist or as a member of an existing band. Legendary
supergroups include Cream, Bad
Company and The Traveling Wilburys.
The Hollywood Vampires is a
unique type of supergroup. While it
is primarily made up of legendary
musicians, their reason for coming
together was not so much to combine their talents to make new music, but rather to pay tribute to the
music of their equally legendary
contemporaries like The Who, Led
Zeppelin and Pink Floyd. And that
is exactly what they did with their
self-titled debut album.
Though the album boasts an
all-star cast of musicians and singers, the main nucleus of Hollywood
Vampires consists of shock rock
legend Alice Cooper, Aerosmith
lead guitarist Joe Perry and actor Johnny Depp, who previously
performed with Perry during the
band’s 2014 tour.
While the album features several guest bassists and drummers like
Paul McCartney and Dave Grohl,
their primary rhythm players for
most of the album are Duff McKagan and Matt Sorum. Both are former members of Guns N’ Roses
and its spiritual successor Velvet
Revolver.
As far as the name goes, it is a
tribute to a legendary Hollywood
drinking club from the 1970s,
where Cooper was its leader. Several of its members included late
legends like John Lennon, Keith
Moon and Marc Bolan.
Their aptly titled lair was in the
world renowned Rainbow Bar on
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Award-winning actor Depp is the star of new Hollywood blockbuster Black Mass and performs with Hollywood Vampires.
Sunset Blvd. Even 40 years after
the drinking club started, and with
many of its members tragically
passing away, the Rainbow Bar still
pays tribute to the Hollywood Vampires.
For the most part, the album is
filled with cover songs originally
written by members of the drinking
club, both official and honorary.
Classic tracks like “My Generation,”
“Whole Lotta Love,” and “Break On
Through (To The Other Side)” are
included, as well as songs from other slightly lesser known groups like
Small Faces, Badfinger and T-Rex.
Compared to most other allstar cover albums, the Hollywood

Vampires takes a lot more creative
liberties with the existing material. While many of the songs retain
their original arrangements, the
band decided to throw in several
new additions to surprise listeners
that know the songs’ every arrangement.
One example is their cover of
Led Zeppelin’s, “Whole Lotta Love.”
For their cover, the band added a
slower intro that manages to make
the song sound more rooted in the
blues than Zeppelin’s original recording.
Jimmy Page’s breakdown and
guitar solo were both jettisoned
and replaced with a surprisingly fit-

ting harmonica solo from Cooper.
While the cover selection was
fine enough for the album, it is disappointing that they overlooked
Perry’s own work from Aerosmith. Considering two of Cooper’s
own material are covered in full,
it seems logical that at least one
Aerosmith standard like “Walk This
Way” or “Back in the Saddle” would
be included. This type of exclusion
leaves a notable gap in the track
listing.
Even with this plethora of covers, the band still found time to lay
down two original songs: “Raise
the Dead” and “My Dead Drunk
Friends.” The former is accompa-

nied by a spoken word track called
“The Last Vampire,” featuring the
late actor Christopher Lee in his final recording before his death during the summer.
As a way of bookending the album, both songs pay tribute to the
club and their deceased members.
As a supergroup, the talents mesh
together in a way that is so fluent
and natural, it will make listeners
wonder why the three musicians
never joined up sooner. As a guitarist, Depp has shown to have a
surprisingly strong presence on the
record and he manages to lock perfectly with the equally exemplary
playing of Perry.
Cooper provides his trademarked ghastly vocals that made
him stand out against any other
group aside from possibly Black
Sabbath. Compared to his previous
records however, Cooper actually
expands his horizons to other rock
subgenres like progressive and
blues rock.
And for the most part, he actually sounds natural in said subgenres.
The end result is a band that shows
nothing but unabashed love for the
bands they have saluted. The various guest stars—while not necessarily needed for a supergroup
project like this—all add something
unique to each of the covers. One
notable standout was AC/DC’s Brian Johnson, who provides co-lead
vocals on “Whole Lotta Love” and
“School’s Out.” His raspy screeching singing style meshes well both
with Cooper’s pseudo glam rock
and Zeppelin’s aggressive blues
rock.
For their debut album, Hollywood Vampires has crafted quite
possibly the best cover album that
the music world has seen up to this
point. Hopefully the band will return to the studio soon for a follow
up record, this time with original
material.

Dawsondancesf mesmerize audiences at BPAC with fluid technique
BY LYNN CHAWENGWONGSA
COPY EDITOR

Classical ballet is an acquired
taste nowadays. Replace its delicacy, posture and story arcs with
heavy movements, abstract choreography and flashy screen projections, and the result is an accessible
form of ballet akin to dawsondancesf’s “Dent-Drop-Bend.”
An unlikely hybrid between
contemporary ballet and performance art, “Dent-Drop-Bend” is
a mesmerizing work that restores
emotion and athleticism to ballet
while heightening the tension that
is typically spurned in dance.
From the first minute of its
hour-long duration, it is clear that
the triptych “Dent-Drop-Bend,”
whose New York City premiere on
Sep. 25, was dawsondancesf’s return to Baruch College, is not an
exercise in patience.
Choreographer and dawsondancesf founder Gregory P. Dawson wastes no time in delivering
a show that stimulates visually.
It does not take long to become
captivated by the glowing hula
hoops in the opening sequence
or even the way the walls in the
Rose Nagelberg Theater catch the
dancers’ moving shadows, which
makes one wonder if perhaps the
theater was designed to host the
dawsondancesf ensemble.
Even at the show’s simpler moments, in which dancers roll about
on the stage against the sound of
dissonant piano chords and the
sight of a plain backdrop, Dawson’s athletic choreography alone
is sufficient to entice the audience.
Trained in ballet, Dawson highlights the vigor needed to meet the
physical demands of ballet and
abstract dance.
A few of his dance sequences
feature duets of dancers working like two halves of a whole. The
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Classical ballet sometimes feels inaccessible these days, but dawsondancesf makes the art form interesting for anyone.
dancers, sometimes a male-andfemale pair and other times a
male-and-male pair, move with a
kinesthetic awareness that comes
only with talent and practice, using
each other as props while seamlessly maneuvering around one
other in harmony, physically and
spiritually.
In one way, the dawsondancesf production remains loyal to its
choreographer’s classical training.
With the sound of deep breaths
and the sight of muscles contracting and expanding in revealing
costumes,
“Dent-Drop-Bend”
harkens back to the athleticism
and perfection of the human
form that classical Greek artists
tried to capture in statues like the

Discobolus of Myron.
Yet “Dent-Drop-Bend” cannot
be labeled as a classical work—not
because of its technological props
nor its abstract choreography, but
because of the tension stemming
from its restlessness.
The tension manifests itself
visually in choreographic formations of opposing groups and even
audibly in the titular “Dent-DropBend,” an unharmonious juxtaposition of words that produces a tension between consonants.
The most glaring tension, however, is in the emotion that the work
elicits. Despite the narratives that
are contained within the independent movements, the abstractness
with which these narratives and

three movements come together
provides no denouement to the
work in its entirety as a traditional
story arc would. With all its athleticism and high energy, “Dent-DropBend” is moving, but its emotional
tension remains unresolved.
To say that the remaining tension at the conclusion of “DentDrop-Bend” detracts from the
brilliance of the work, however,
would be an unfair statement. The
tension is not awkward nor does it
feel forced.
Rather, it is a feeling that gradually intensifies in a natural manner, building until it strings the
three movements together cohesively and brings to life the kind
of emotion and depth that is of-

ten lacking in the far-removed
world of classical ballet. In this
sense, dawsondancesf succeeds
in reinventing ballet and working
toward attaining its goal of breaking “down the barriers placed on
classical ballet.”
All accomplishments of “DentDrop-Bend” set aside, the work is
not without its flaws. Listening to
the growing abstractness and crescendo dynamic of San Franciscobased artist Dalmacio Payomo’s
musical score while watching the
jittery visuals projected on a screen
behind the dancers, one questions
whether Dawson’s choice in secondary effects was gratuitous.
It is difficult, particularly in the
last movement, not to cover one’s
ears in protection from the earsplitting music or look away from
the visuals after a few seconds. In
short, watching “Dent-Drop-Bend”
quickly triggers one’s sense of perception and, at a few times, is stimulating enough to induce palpitations, pounding eardrums and, in
the rarest of cases, seizues.
Still, in the hypothetical, perhaps even improbable event that
“Dent-Drop-Bend” does not please,
the show would nevertheless serve
as proof of the artistry that Dawson
and his six-dancer ensemble possess. “Dent-Drop-Bend” is an interesting exploration into the relationships between space and movement and sound and movement
that could have otherwise ended
up awkward or garish under a different artistic vision. A journey into
abstraction,
“Dent-Drop-Bend”
is as captivating as it is evocative
and stimulating.
Above all else, “Dent-DropBend” is a culmination of risks.
Earnest and raw, dawsondancesf displays the vulnerability of its dancers, and such daringness on its own is worthy
of applause.
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Modern hip-hop takes industry by storm through versatility
BY BENJAMIN BUCHMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dr. Dre was right—things are
changing. “The game” has become
an industry. It has hopped from
the streets to the penthouse. What
began as a platform for a culture’s
struggle, has grown to pinnacles of
commercial success and Grammys.
On top of evocative artists like
Kendrick Lamar, Joey Badass and
Lupe Fiasco, novel emphasis on
an artists’ intimate emotion and
themes of release and celebration,
has made stars of Drake and Kanye
West, while also making hip-hop
universal. Now with the release of
Mac Miller’s unique 2015 album,
GO:OD AM, it is a perfect time to
listen in on hip-hop’s classic snares
mix with its shiny synthesizers.
As reference, rock ‘n’ roll exploded on the scene in the 1960s
because it spoke to the spirit of
Generation X. And disco’s boom in
the ’70s and ’80s was a product of
the same variable. Musically, what
is “in fashion” is what is predominant in a society’s heart.
To take inventory, according
to Rolling Stone, Eminem has sold
more records than Beyonce and
Lady Gaga combined. Drake’s, If
You’re Reading This, It’s Too Late,
went platinum within a week of
its release, and right now seven
of Billboard’s top ten songs are
hip-hop tracks.
People today love a nice flow,
and hip-hop has proven to be
the suited jack into millennials’
iPhones, as well as the surest way
into their wallets. It is for this reason that conventional artists like
Aussie pop-singer Iggy Azalea, and
country sweetheart Taylor Swift,
and have chosen to incorporate
hip-hop into their productions. The
mass appeal of hip-hop around the
world is drawing artists to the style
like flies into a honey pit.

However, this demeanor is distinct to this century. It is a u-turn
from the lane hip-hop occupied in
the ’90s.
For the majority of hip-hop’s
existence, the genre was inseparable from black culture, and artists like The Notorious B.I.G., Tupac and Nas were more Malcolm
X than Madonna. Their verses bled
with experience while preaching aspects of institutionalized
inequality, and ultimately incited
societal changes.
Their profound honesty harmonized with the feelings of AfricanAmerican boys and girls all over
the country, and inspired a portion
of the next generation of rappers in
the process. Looking on to today,
“African-American oppression” is
more a theme of the genre than the
epicenter, but the landscape of hiphop has not forgotten its roots.
In the past few years the baton has been passed and Lamar
is running with it like a man possessed. In 2012, he dropped good
Kid, m.A.A.d city, an untouchable
throwback to rap’s foundation.
The album focuses on the trials
of a young African-American boy
from Compton.
With poignant hit after hit,
GKMC is a luscious capsule of
ethnic inner city struggle. His follow up album, To Pimp a Butterfly, propelled him even higher up
hip-hop’s traditional totem pole.
Including a consolidated conversation with Tupac and honing in
on themes unmistakably reminiscent of Pac, such as self-love,
Lamar took the genre back to its
origins and set himself apart in
the process.
Lamar is not alone however. Sitting alongside him in 2015’s classical lounge of hip-hop is the lyrically
gifted and socially conscious Lupe
Fiasco, as well as 19-year-old Joey
Badass, whose music subtly boasts
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Mac Miller, a Pittsburgh native rapper, is also a noted record producer who produces under the pseudonym Larry Fisherman.
a combination of rhythm and minimalist instrumentation as a direct
reference to the “golden years” of
rap.
Modern hip-hop has not lost
touch with its beginnings, although
one could refer to these hip-hop
heirlooms as “the vintage minority.” The vast majority of contemporary hip-hop has become I-centric;
rather than following the path of
the genre’s forefathers and focusing
on the struggles of a people, modern artists have fixated upon their
own struggles.
This stylistic decision has
broadened the scope of hip-hop as
a relatively small portion of people
can relate to wrongful incarceration, but just about everyone knows

what heartbreak feels like.
This personal approach has
done wonders for Drake, who creates music at some points bleeding
with love and at others boasting
with pride. His intimate emotions
are relatable and speak to listeners from every end of the socioeconomic ladder and every corner of
the globe.
Miller rhymes with a similar
design in his new album, GO:OD
AM, in which he delves into his
struggles with fame and drugs.
West uses that personal style as
well, but it is something primal
in West’s music that made it irreplaceable for this generation.
Much like Elvis, John Lennon and
Kurt Cobain, West struck a nerve in

his listener’s spirits.
By way of emotional lyrics, devil-may-care themes and euphoric
production, West found unbelievable success, and it is that success
that speaks to what is at the core
of the millennial spirit. The visible universality of this medley has
drawn artists from all over the musical spectrum to adopt a similar
archetype—an archetype based on
hip-hop.
So from Iggy Azalea to Yeezus,
we have arrived at a point in hiphop that is distinctly 2015. Societal consciousness is secondary to
emotional appeal and by moving
from the streets to the heart, hiphop has found a niche in nearly
everyone’s library.

Hathaway pays homage to Meryl Streep in a romantic blockbuster
BY MAXIM DAVYDOV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As autumn has finally arrived,
moviemakers face the challenge
that comes every September—what
pictures to release? It is too early
for serious and complex movies, as
those are usually released from the
end of November to January, prior
to award’s season. All of the comedies and superhero action-films already came out in spring and summer, when people are relaxed and
looking for a mindless set of images. This is why it was the perfect
time to release The Intern. Why was
it perfect? The Intern is an excellent
quality romantic comedy about
how “experience never gets old.”
One of the greatest American
actors of all time, Robert De Niro,
plays a retired widower, Ben Whittaker. He enrolls in a senior citizen
internship program and successfully goes through the process, initially becoming a personal assistant
to Jules Ostin, played by Anne Hathaway. Ostin is the owner of an incredibly successful online women’s
clothing company.
This “back to work” movie perfectly corresponds to the idea of
fall’s new beginnings and perspectives. Somehow, the odd couple
works out perfectly and both deliver very enjoyable performances.
The movie is written and directed
by Nancy Meyers, who is one of
the most prominent female moviemakers in the industry.
Meyers is known for creating
quality romantic movies with original screenplays, perfect casting and
capturing photography. Although
her movies, such as Something
Gotta Give, What Women Want and
It’s Complicated possess all typical
characteristics of a good romantic
comedy. They never fall into cliches
and always provide the audience
with something utterly fresh and

enjoyable.
However, Meyers used The Intern as a medium to expand the
themes of her movies. Unlike her
previous works—which were predominantly about finding love—
The Intern exploits the themes of
friendship and dedication in the
workplace. Even the love aspect of
the film is quite differing, concentrating more on not moving on to
something new, but working out
what one already has.
One can say that The Intern is a
2015 version of The Devil Wears Prada, as a newbie of the field is looking for a job and attempts to do their
best to go beyond the intolerable
boss’s expectations. This results in
a mutual friendship based on trust
and respect.
Some critics have actually accused The Intern of being a cheesier
copy of The Devil Wears Prada. It is
true to some degree. The Intern is
not a copy, but rather a homage to
one of the greatest fashion movies
of all time. Both movies concentrate on succeeding in a business
related to fashion.
Hathaway plays a difficult boss
who attempts to balance out the
success of her company and happiness of her family, much like Miranda Priestley, played by Meryl
Streep, from The Devil Wears Prada. De Niro plays an enthusiastic
assistant. It seems as if the cards
have flipped for Hathaway, and this
movie is her way to pay tribute to
Streep, one of the most genius and
prolific artists of all time.
This is where the flaws of the
movie come out. By trying to live
up to a critically acclaimed hit,
this movie put sticks in their own
wheels. Although the script is far
more developed than of 90 percent of romantic comedies, it still
fails to fully capture how difficult
maintaining both a professional
and personal life really is. Ostin

is supposed to be this perfectionist pain-in-the-behind sort of robot, who demands too much from
both herself and her workers while
suffering from OCD.
Such depiction is more mentioned rather than shown. Although Hathaway does a great job
at playing her character in a very
natural and relatable fashion, the
audience may still feel as if there is
something missing in her story.
On the other hand, De Niro’s
character is developed perfectly. It
is rather odd seeing him as a sweet,
obsequious old man who does Tai
Chi and plays with little kids, but
De Niro again proves why he is
such a legend. Therefore, showing
his artistic versatility and ability to
depict his character as a moral barometer of the movie.
Notably, one of the movie’s funniest scenes is actually when Ben
plans a house break-in so he and
his co-workers can steal Ostin’s

mother’s computer. This part not
only provides a good laugh, but
also insight into Whittaker’s persona while paying homage to De
Niro’s career, as well as satirizes
the spy and crime movie genre in
general.
One particular thing that really
stands out in this movie is absolute and exquisite style. This does
not only go for Ostin’s office design
and her own outfits—which can
make even Priestley herself jealous— but for Whittaker’s image as
well. It is almost impossible not to
admire Whittaker’s classic style,
which makes his age more honorable than burdenary.
Even Ostin points out that
the stronger half of the population needs to start dressing again
as stylish and professional men,
rather than careless boys, which
kicks in a somewhat sexist dilemma of “where have all the good
men gone?” They are not gone,

they have just aged. As for the comedic part of this film, it deserves
true recognition. Although most of
the jokes are old, both Meyers and
the actors managed to keep them
very relevant without being cliché,
which makes the humor very ageless, relatable and most importantly, genuinely funny.
Overall, this film is a greatly
enjoyable, quality comedy that
possesses a certain inspirational
aspect to it.
Quality acting, a funny script,
good direction and beautiful views
of Brooklyn combine in a perfect
balance of a good time. In general,
this movie should be praised for
the fact that it escaped the status
of a niche movie and Meyers was
able to bring joy and laughter in
people of all age groups and social classes. This makes this a great
family movie, but proves what the
filmmaking is all about, bringing
people together.
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The Devil Wears Prada helped boost Hathaway’s career, and now she pays tribute to her former co-star, Meryl Streep.
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Mars Curiosity rover discovers flowing water on planet Mars
BY SIBELY ANAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Mars Curiosity rover,
launched in 2011, discovered the
existence of flowing water on Sep.
28. With this finding, scientists
at NASA conclude that parts of
the planet may have been habitable hundreds, if not thousands
of years ago, according to The New
York Times.
There are three criteria through
which life may be possible in an
environment: standing water and
an energy source, the five basic elements of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, phosphorus, nitrogen, and lots
of time.
Curiosity landed on Mars’ Gale
Crater in 2012 and started on its
mission to determine whether the
planet would be able to support
microbial life. Within a year of exploring the crater, the rover found
strong evidence of large bodies of
water whose activity had been on
and off for millions of years.
This set the world in a frenzy. It
spurred talk of martian life forms as
well as the possibility of settling on
the planet if it proved to be sustainable and habitable enough. However, people tend to forget that a
trip to Mars would take upwards of
nine months, a journey that would
be taxing on resources as well as
the human body itself.
For years, despite these discoveries made by Curiosity, scientists at NASA have been reluctant
to admit that Mars could support
life, because there has been no
evidence of actual life forms.The
Curiosity rover is incapable of ac-

tually detecting signs of life, as its
sole purpose is to study the surface
of Mars. There has been talk about
sending a spacecraft in the near
future equipped with the ability to
search for life itself.
A letter published online in
Nature Geoscience outlines the
discoveries made by the scientists
studying the data. The discovery
of certain salts such as sulphates,
chlorides and perchlorates are essential because they have the ability to form and stabilize liquid water
on the surface of Mars.
“There pretty much has to have
been liquid water recently present to produce the hydrated salt,”
said Alfred S. McEwen, one of the
authors of the paper and a professor of planetary geology at the
University of Arizona. He was the
principal investigator of the images
reproduced from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, a spacecraft that
has been sending back images from
Mars since 2006.
An investigation of recurring
slope lineae, which are the slopes
on the surface of the planet, finds
that they have formed as a result of
the transient form of liquid water.
“RSL extend incrementally
downslope on steep, warm slopes,
fade when inactive, and reappear
annually over multiple Mars years,”
it explained.
McEwen and associates originally discovered the slopes in 2011.
The temperatures of these slopes,
as well as their surrounding areas
and their changes over the years,
suggest that the aforementioned
salts found are responsible for lowering the freezing point of the flow-
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While the water discovered on Mars is not drinking water, it provides potential for habitability.
ing water, thereby allowing briny
solutions to flow. Studying these
lineae over the years—and discovering more and more as time went
on—shows that they lengthen during warmer weather and fade during cooler weather. This happens
on a recurring seasonal cycle.
It is not quite drinking water,
nor water available for sustainability, but it is a start. The discovery does not say much about
actual habitability, because the
water is extremely salty. There is
also no evident source for the salty,
briny water.
“There are two basic origins for
the water: from above or from below,” McEwen explained. They ad-

mit, however, that not enough data
has been collected on the humidity
closer to the surface of Mars, so it
is difficult to tell how well elements
on the surface absorb and repurpose the moisture.
It is also possible that there are
stores of frozen water beneath the
surface that melt and rise when
temperature gets warmer and
freeze again when the temperature
cools.
It has been known for a while
that Mars has frozen polar ice
caps. However, there has been no
evidence until now that those have
been capable of melting to produce
flowing water.
If these are habitable areas,

NASA is concerned that the rover
will be a contamination to potential martian habitats. Curiosity
would need to either steer clear of
the lineae paths completely or observe them from a distance.
James Green, the director of
NASA’s planetary science division,
is extremely optimistic.
“This is tremendously exciting,”
he asserted at a news conference,
according to The New York Times.
“We haven’t been able to answer
the question, ‘Does life exist beyond Earth?’ But following the water is a critical element of that. We
now have, I think, great opportunities in the right locations on Mars
to thoroughly investigate that.”

Assassin’s Creed, Syndicate and Wasteland 2 among new releases
BY JOSEPH ESPOSITO
BUSINESS EDITOR

As fall rolls in, gamers grow
more excited for upcoming releases. October will feature some
major titles hitting shelves, making it a promising month for the
gaming community.
343 Industries returns with Halo
5: Guardians, a sequel to the widely
popular Halo 4. The game was originally announced at the 2013 E3
conference. Interestingly enough,
Halo 5 is the first main title in the
franchise’s history to receive a Teen
rating from the Entertainment Software Rating Board.
To advertise the game, Microsoft launched the Hunt the Truth
website in early March, prior to
its 2015 E3 appearance. The website allowed fans to listen to audio records and see seconds-long
videos from a fictional journalist, Benjamin Giraud, voiced by
Keegan-Michael Key.
Giraud’s audio and video files
document various conflicts Master Chief, the game’s protagonist,
took part in. The website was an effort to advertise for the upcoming
game, and news sources like Forbes
hailed it for representing “the future of marketing.”
Halo 5 will take place after the
events of Halo 4. Players will be
able to play as Master Chief, reunited with Blue Team, his old Spartan
unit. The game will also feature
another playable character, Agent
Locke, who is searching for Master
Chief after the events of Halo 4.
Halo 5 will be an Xbox One exclusive set to arrive on shelves on
Oct. 27. Bonnie Ross, head of 343
Industries, said in a Microsoft blog
post that Halo’s exit from the 360
platforms will allow the studio to
design a Halo game unlike any of
its predecessors.
In the blog post, Ross said,
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Assassin’s Creed, after disappointing fans with previous titles, includes several improvements to gameplay for October’s release.
“Halo 5: Guardians is a bigger effort than Halo 4. That applies
to the content and scope of the
game, as well as the technology in
what’s now a brand new and more
powerful engine.”
The game will feature a new
four-player online campaign coop mode that will take advantage
of Xbox One’s upgraded servers.
As Ross said, “Certainly there are
some core elements carried over
from prior games, but we’ve invested a huge effort in retooling
our tech to take full advantage of
the Xbox One’s hardware and ecosystem to create worlds and experiences worthy of next-gen.”
The Talos Principle is scheduled
to debut on PlayStation on Oct. 13.
Already available on PC, the game
received critical acclaim, with

GameSpot giving it a score of nine
on a 10-point scale. The puzzleadventure game allows players to
play through levels of puzzles that
increase in difficulty. The game
immerses players in visually stunning environments. According to
Metacritic’s review, the game’s
120 puzzles are “[W]oven into a
metaphysical parable about intelligence and meaning in an inevitably
doomed world.”
Wasteland 2 is one of many notorious crowdfunded game titles in
recent years. Wasteland 2 is the official sequel to the 1988 Wasteland.
The game was released for PC users
in September 2014, but the creators
were quick to announce that the
director’s cut would be released in
late 2015. In early March of 2015,
developers announced that the Di-

rector’s Cut would be released on
both Xbox One and PlayStation 4.
Wasteland 2 is a turn-based
RPG game in which players control a squad of desert rangers in
a nuclear war-ravaged American
Southwest. The rangers are heavily customizable, with various armor, weapons and perks to choose
from. Choices made by the player
greatly affect the outcome of
the game.
The director’s cut, set to arrive
on Oct. 13, will feature upgraded
visual performance. The console
versions will yield a 1080p visual
quality. Along with the upgraded
graphics, the director’s cut will
include over 8,000 lines of added
dialogue, as well as an upgraded
enemy targeting system, which will
allow players to target individual

body parts to cripple targets.
Possibly the most notable title
set to release in October is Assassin’s Creed: Syndicate. Ubisoft continues its ambitious and aggressive
Assassin’s Creed release schedule;
Syndicate will be the ninth major Assassin’s Creed title released
since 2007.
In the eyes of many gamers,
Ubisoft has a lot to make up for
after last year’s Assassin’s Creed.
Unity was released in 2014 and received harsh reviews due to its dull
plotline, bulky controls and various
technical and graphical glitches.
The story for Syndicate takes
place after the events of Unity and
is set in London during Industrial
Revolution. Gamers will play as the
Frye twins, young Assassins set on
reclaiming London from the controlling grip of ruthless Templars
who run both London’s industry
and underground.
Syndicate will feature some new
gameplay features. Players will be
able to switch between playing as
Jacob and Evie Frye mid-game.
A horse-drawn carriage hijacking and driving system has also
been added to allow players to
quickly navigate the streets of London. These two GTA-style features
are new to the Assassin’s Creed
series. Ubisoft has also added a
grappling hook-style tool that can
be used to climb buildings and
cross rooftops.
Ubisoft has already announced
multiple DLCs for the games, one
such add-on including a storyline
involving Jack the Ripper. Another
will be a set of Penny Dreadful
missions.
Ubisoft has multiple other Assassin’s Creed titles planned for
2015, including a string of 2D
games. Following the letdown of
Unity, Ubisoft has pulled back on
the Assassin’s Creed reigns. Syndicate will be released on Oct. 23.
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Teens with brain injury more likely to consume energy drinks
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A recent study has found that
teenagers who have sustained traumatic brain injuries in the past year
were seven times more likely to
consume at least five energy drinks
over the course of one week.
Data for the study was compiled
by the Center for Addiction and
Mental Health’s 2013 Ontario Student Drug Use and Health Survey.
It was published earlier this month
in the Public Library of Science’s
PLOS ONE journal.
To date, it is the only published study that has examined
the potential correlation between consumption of energy
drinks and adolescents who have
experienced TBIs.
The survey was administered in
classrooms to approximately 10,000
students between the ages of 11 and
20, with 22.4 percent of students
reporting a history of a TBI. The
large sample size included private,
military, institutional, special education and low-enrollment schools
in order to allow for a broad range
of data.
Findings showed that teens who
reported a recent traumatic brain
injury were twice as likely to report
consuming energy drink products
mixed with alcohol, said Dr. Robert Mann, senior scientist for Toronto’s Center for Addiction and
Mental Health.
Of the teens who experienced
TBIs in the past year, 45.5 percent
sustained the injury in a sportsrelated incident. For the sake of
the study, a mild-to-severe TBI was
defined as one that resulted from
a loss of consciousness for at least
five minutes or being hospitalized
for at least one night due to the
injury. With instances of sportsrelated TBI incidents increasing
by 57 percent in the United States
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Energy drink sales are wildly successful despite strict government regulations and increasing health issues.
from 2001 to 2009, it is no wonder
that TBIs have been identified as a
major health concern for adults and
children alike.
Seeing how TBIs have been
found to be associated with poor
academic performance, mental
health issues, violence, substance
abuse and aggression in both teens
and adults, it is easy to understand
why adolescents are turning to energy drinks as a way of coping. Adolescent TBIs can lead to both acute
and cognitive chronic, emotional
and psychosocial consequences in
developing children.
“I think that energy drinks appeal to teens, especially athletes,
because the drinks provide temporary benefits such as increased
alertness, improved mood and enhanced mental and physical states,”
said Dr. Michael Cusimano, a neu-

Birds teach power of love
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For a human, finding a mate
can take a lifetime. Full of fakeouts, false starts and the occasional bad kisser, the human mating process is an arduous one—so
arduous that many have begun to
question the evolutional benefit of
finding a mate.
In a new study published by
the Open Access journal PLOS Biology, scientists Malika Ihle, Bart
Kempenaers and Wolfgang Forstmeier from the Max Planck Institute for Ornithology attempt to
solve this question. With human
experimentation completely out
of the equation, the researchers
turned to the next best thing: the
zebra finch. Being both extremely
choosy about their mates and a
monogamous species of birds,
zebra finches mirrored the typical human mating process well
enough to merit 160 birds being
sent to a “speed dating” session.
Once there, 20 female birds
were allowed to pick and pair off
with 20 male birds naturally. Ten
couplings were subsequently sent
off to live happily ever after; the
other 10 were split apart and regrouped into new couplings. Both
the happy couples and the divided
couples were then sent into aviaries to breed, with the researchers
monitoring the number and paternity of the dead embryos, dead
chicks and surviving offspring for
each coupling.
The final number of surviving chicks was 37 percent higher
in the chosen pairs. Clutches of
parents who did not get to choose
their partner often had infertile
eggs, had more chicks die off at
an early age from “presumably
starvation” and had more eggs
disappear outright.
“Our results suggest instead

that individual-specific mate preferences lead to significant fitness
consequences,” the study explains.
“Chosen pairs had significantly
higher fitness than forced pairs, apparently due to behavioral rather
than genetic compatibility effects.”
When love is involved, both
the male and female zebra finches
become more receptive to the relationship and work together to
increase the success rate of their
offspring, whether this means
protecting the nest or gathering
food. Meanwhile, couples without
strong bonds begin to fall apart:
the male becomes more likely to
hold extra courtships and stop
attending to the nest while the
female becomes less receptive to
courtship in general.
Love is important in maintaining key elements of the household
the relationship resides over. Like
the zebra finch, human relationships without love hold the same
difficulties and setbacks, with parents disrupting their child’s life as
they turn to arguing, extra-marital
affairs or a bitter divorce.
Love is better grown organically than artificially; it should not
feel forced. The study’s conclusion
asserts this sentiment, stating that,
“in humans, some studies suggest
that individuals are more satisfied,
more committed, and less likely
to engage in domestic violence,
when involved in a love-based
rather than an arranged marriage.”
Like zebra finches, human children spend a good portion of their
formative lives completely helpless. Through evolution is pushing
the strong bonds between parents have formed out of the need
for constant care and protection.
Though almost entirely different,
zebra finches have one thing in
common with humans: an appreciation for the overwhelming
power of love.

rosurgeon with Toronto’s St. Michael’s Hospital. “Advertisements
for the drinks also often feature
prominent athletes.”
However, the negative side effects of energy drinks far outweigh
the positives in the long term. According to data collected over
nearly a decade by the Australian
Poisons Center, heart palpitations,
insomnia, dizziness, respiratory
distress and headache are some of
the common symptoms associated
with energy drink consumption.
Even more startling data can be
found in the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration’s Center for Food
Safety and Applied Nutrition Adverse Event Reporting System. The
system collects information about
adverse health events and product complaints related to Center
for Food Safety and Applied Nu-

trition-regulated products, such
as energy drinks.
Between Jan. 1, 2004, and Oct.
23, 2012, the reporting system catalogued over 100 different reports of
adverse reactions to just three major energy drinks: 5-hour Energy,
Monster and Rockstar.
On Dec. 17, 2009, the reporting
system received a report of a spontaneous abortion caused by 5-hour
Energy. On Dec. 30, 2011, the reporting system received a report
of death associated with Monster.
Rockstar was reported to have triggered mania and bipolar disorder
in a patient on May 9, 2009.
It is important to note that adverse effect reports for products
do not necessarily reflect a conclusion by the FDA as to whether the
product actually caused the listed
adverse reaction. In general, only a

small fraction of a serious adverse
events caused by dietary supplements are actually reported, and
only three energy drinks are part of
the FDA’s study.
Although the potential dangers
of energy drinks have been public knowledge for some time now,
sales of energy drinks are not slowing down. In the 2013 business
cycle, energy drink sales increased
by 6.7 percent to $9.7 billion in the
United States alone.
In 2014, Red Bull reported
nearly $3 billion in sales. Monster
Energy, a product reportedly involved in a 2011 death according
to the aforementioned report, followed closely with nearly $2.5 billion in sales. Dozens of other major
companies, including AMP, NOS
and Full Throttle reported sales in
hundreds of millions. These sales
numbers disregard energy drink
offshoot products, such as energy
shots and energy drink mixes.
Worldwide, the top five energy
drink brands boast a whopping
combined sales of $17.4 billion
in 2014.
Despite facing obstacles in the
form of strict government regulation and growing health concerns,
energy drinks sales are predicted
to be widely successful in the future. According to a report by British market researching company
Technavio, the energy drink market
will rise dramatically in the future.
From 2015 to 2019, the entire energy drink category will rise by a compound annual growth rate of nearly
12 percent.
This potential success is made
possible thanks to energy drink
companies’ relentless adaptation to changing market trends,
such as healthier and natural ingredients. Low-calorie and nocalorie energy drinks are also
sought out by a growing number of
health-conscious Americans.

Nature can benefit the body and mind
BY YING LI
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Nature was always known to
have a good effect on health, but
researcher Ming Kuo of University of Illinois found new evidence
that nature has ways to improve
the immune system and provide
protection against diseases like
ADHD, depression, diabetes, obesity, and other diseases of the body
and mind.
Kuo identifies 21 pathways connecting the relationship between
nature and good health. In a statement published on the College of
Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences’s website, Kuo
explained that nature has many
ingredients that benefit the body.
In her research paper, Kuo traces
the 21 pathways, including time
spent in nature, active ingredients
that the body absorbs, physiological state and the effects on health.
When the body is exposed to
nature, it enters what Kuo described as a “rest and digest” mode;
the body feels safe and commits
more time to developing a healthy
body by growing, reproducing and
strengthening the immune system.
Being around nature, the body
feels safe and is able to absorb all
these active ingredients that it will
not get indoors.
In her research paper, Kuo stated that activities like walking down
a tree-lined street can allow people
to get in contact with phytoncides,
which are organisms in plants that
protect the plants from outside
dangers. When humans come in
contact with phytoncides, the experience can lower blood pressure
and boost immune functions.
Negative air ions located in the
air in forested and mountainous
areas or near moving water can
help fight depression. These areas contain mycobacterium vac-
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Nature boosts the immune system and protection against ADHD and depression.
cae, an organism that can boost
immune functions. In addition to
these active ingredients, the sights
and sounds of nature can lower
nervous activity, restore attention
and promote healing from surgery. It can also remove negative
factors, such as air pollutions and
high temperature.
In the physiological area, research done on blood samples taken before and after spending time
outdoors discovered an increase
of didehydroepiandrosterone, adiponectin and the immune system’s
anti-cancer cells.
DHEA lowers the chance of
heart disease, reduces inflammation in the arteries and the chance
of obesity. Adiponectin protects the
body against atherosclerosis, fats
that build up in the artery and narrows blood vessels. The immune
system’s anti-cancer cells play an
important role in protection from
cancer and viral infections.
Walks in the forest show a clear
sign of reducing certain risk factors
such as high blood sugar. Inflammatory cytokines are cells that the
immune system releases to protect from threats such as diabe-

tes, heart disease and depression.
High blood sugar is associated with
blindness, kidney failure and nerve
damage. Moreover, being around
nature helps reach deeper relaxation and reduces stress, which
helps improve sleep and reduce
energy metabolism, insulin secretion and inflammatory pathways.
Psychologically, nature enhances vitality and improves attention. Vitality can help prevent
infection and lower risk of mortality. Attention can prevent accidents
caused by mental fatigue and reduce risky health behaviors such
as smoking, overeating, and drug
or alcohol abuse.
Another four pathways are
found in behaviors and conditions.
These include physical activity,
obesity, sleep and social ties.
Nature can improve immunity.
Consistent exposure can benefit
not only the immune system but
the body as a whole. There is no
specific amount of time needed
to absorb these ingredients, as
each pathway might seem insignificant. In the end, time is helpful in building a healthy body and
immune system.
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Sports
Bearcats rout Cougars 8-0, jump two games above breakeven

AGATA PONIATOWSKI | THE TICKER

Baruch men’s soccer team currently lead their conference with a 5-3 overall record.
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
To say that the team has been
on a roll lately would be an understatement, especially when these
numbers seem anything but pragmatic in the soccer world.
The only goal that the team surrendered took place early in the
first half against John Jay. Drew
Guerra connected with Graysen
Carlson on a through ball down
the middle of the defense to put the

Bloodhounds on the board 12 minutes into the game. Unfortunately
for John Jay, the Bloodhounds
would not score for the remainder
of the match.
With a revitalized momentum,
Baruch must feel good with its
overall performance so far. Their
defensive efforts in late-game
situations have improved drastically. Even with the large leads in
the closing minutes, the Bearcats
played sharp and refused to give

away any easy points. Xavier Carrillo, a third-year player on the team,
has been the go-to goalie for the
Bearcats throughout the first half of
this season. After starting all eight
games in the fall schedule, Carrillo has already recorded 26 saves
and one shutout. The Astoria native
has been nearly impenetrable to
opposing offenses.
Baruch’s first CUNYAC opponent of the season was CSI.
The Dolphins struck first and
scored a goal in the 21st minute of
the game.
Tarek Eman outplayed Carrillo
one-on-one in the backfield to find
the back of the net. The Bearcats
wasted no time to make a comeback and two minutes later, Myles
Bent scored in an open field, giving the Bearcats their first score of
the game. Edward Humphreys, the
team’s second leading scorer, snuck
in another goal on a header for a
2-1 lead just before the end of the
first half.
Looking to add an insurance
goal, the Bearcats came out of
halftime ready to focus on their
offensive efforts. Rashid Allah
Morad took the first shot, but it
fell slightly wide as it flew past the
goal post.
A few plays later, William Rosales had a clean look at the goal
but was denied.
After a foul was called on Baruch, CSI ran the ball down the
field and attempted to tie the game
before the defense could set up. The
Bearcats blocked the first attempt
but was unable to gather themselves in time afterward, leading
to a goal on the second attack. Car-

Mayweather put on hot seat for IV drug
BY JUNIOR MARTINEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After beating Andre Berto with
a unanimous decision at the MGM
Grand in Las Vegas and improving his record to 49-0, Floyd Mayweather, Jr. has stated his boxing
career was over; citing age as the
reason. The 38-year-old spent 19
years in professional boxing and 18
of those years as a champion, beating boxers like Oscar De La Hoya,
Miguel Cotto, Saul Alvarez and
Manny Pacquiao. He made it very
clear that there is nothing left for
him to prove in the sport of boxing.
Still, many believe that he has one
more fight in him, but his future
and legacy have been questioned
after a recent report was released
of Mayweather’s drug scandal.
Following his match against
Pacquiao, which garnered millions
of views and generated around
$400 million in revenues, critics
expected some kind of controversy surrounding the undefeated
boxer’s performance during that
match to surface.
On Sep. 9, 2015, Mayweather
was accused of taking an intravenous injection of saline and
vitamin C after the official preweigh-ins. Saline is a salt and water mixture used for hydration but
is banned under the World AntiDoping Agency if it is administered through an IV. The reason for
the ban is the possibility that the
saline intravenous injection could
weaken or hide the effects of other substances. In other words, if
someone were using performanceenhancing drugs, saline injections
could cover it up.
Mayweather was reportedly
tested by United States Anti-Doping Agency agents at his home
on May 1 after the pre-weigh-ins.
USADA did not notify the Nevada
State Athletic Commission about

the evidence after Mayweather
filed an exemption called the Therapeutic Use Exemption.
The TUE exempts the use of
medication listed on the WADA’s
Prohibited List. Mayweather applied for the TUE on May 19, 19
days after the fight. It was exempted by the USADA and the NSAC
was not happy about it. Executive
director of the NSAC Bob Bennett
voiced his outrage in a press release in which he stated that the
USADA, is solely a drug-testing
agency and that it does not have
the right to grant TUEs. This privilege, Bennett contended, belongs
solely to the state of Nevada.
In a later report, the USADA
responded by insisting that it followed all of the guidelines it was
supposed to and that the press release by the NSAC reported inaccurate information. Mayweather
released a separate statement
through his camp, saying that he
had not violated any of the rules
set by the USADA and the NSAC.
He claimed that he had always
been, and will continue to be, a
“clean athlete.”
The main reason the fight between Pacquiao and Mayweather
took so long to take place was because of drug-testing examinations. Mayweather had accused
Pacquiao of taking steroids in
the past, leading to back-to-back
comments from both camps, until
Pacquiao agreed to Mayweather’s
terms of strict drug testing. On the
day of the mega fight in May, Pacquiao asked for a legal injection,
an anti-inflammatory shot for his
shoulder, which was denied by
the NSAC.
After the fight, Pacquiao stated
that his shoulder injury was the
reason why he did not beat Mayweather. Pacquiao wasted no time
in commenting on Mayweather’s
allegations and asked the NSAC

to punish Mayweather, demanding a rematch. However, even with
the charges against him, it will
take a long time before the NSAC
could punish him. It may take
months or even years to complete
an investigation.
For now, Mayweather is preoccupied with his boxing company,
Mayweather Promotions, which
includes boxers like Mickey Bey Jr.,
Chris Pearson and English boxer
Ashley Theophane. His plan is to
make Mayweather Promotions a
household boxing brand.
This is not the first time that
Mayweather has announced retirement. After beating Britain’s
own Ricky Hatton in December
2008, Floyd called it quits and stated in a press release that he grew
weary of the sport and would no
longer continue boxing. Two years
later, he successfully returned
from his retirement and fought
Juan Manuel Marquez, despite the
criticism from boxing critics and
fans who felt that Mayweather did
not deserve to be called “the best
fighter in the world.”
This time, though, there is nothing for Mayweather to prove. While
his undefeated streak is pretty impressive for the current generation
of boxers, Mayweather’s record
is nowhere near that of Mexican
legend Julio Cesar Chavez. Chavez
had a streak of 87 wins until drawing a match in 1993 in a bout
against Pernell Whitaker.
Now it is time to promote and
support upcoming boxers like
Amir Khan, Danny Garcia and
Adrien Broner and make them
headlining boxers.
Boxing has taken a dip in popularity, as MMA brands like UFC are
becoming the new sensation of
fighting. If Mayweather is officially
retiring, then it is an end of era of
boxing, but a new era for the future
of boxing.

rillo made an incredible save in the
final minutes of the match against
a shot that could have potentially
ended the game. Both sides played
exceptional defense the rest of
the way, and the game was sent
to overtime.
Marcin Kim, the same player
who helped CSI tie the game at
two a piece earlier, scored again in
extra time, sealing the victory for
the Dolphins.
Four days later, the Bearcats
hosted Lehman in a must-win situation at home field. The Bearcats
exploited the Lightning’s defense
early and got off to a quick start,
scoring two goals in the first 10
minutes of the match.
Oshae Miller, the rookie from
Trelawny, Jamaica, scored his second and final goal of the game in
the 72nd minute after stealing and
going coast-to-coast with the ball
for an easy score past the goalkeeper. Lehman had penalty issues early
on, being called offside four times
in the first half and six total for
the game.
The Bearcats finished the game
with a 3-0 shutout win.
Following their performance at
Randall’s Island, Baruch returned
to the Met Oval, but this time to face
John Jay. The Bearcats put pressure
on the defense in the match, taking
a total of 17 shots compared to the
six by the Bloodhounds.
Humphreys led the attack early
with a header into the back in the
ninth minute of the game. Justin Starrantino recorded two assists, after finding Miller with a
long ball from the back and Constantin Meleties on a through

ball for a shot that found the
back of the net.
The combination of Humphreys
and Miller has forged a good relationship in the front end of the
Bearcats’ offense.
Riding a two-game win streak,
Baruch marched onto Aviator Field
in Brooklyn and caused havoc to
an ill-prepared Medgar Evers team.
The team’s 8-0 victory is the most
dominant so far this fall as six different Baruch players scored a goal
in the competition.
Although part of the reason
could be because Medgar Evers
is the second-worst team in the
conference, the performance was
nonetheless a special one for Baruch. Alexander Marano, who has
been quiet since the matchup with
Stevenson, scored two goals in
the evening.
Juan Galvez, the sophomore
from Mineola, saw an increase in
his minutes on the playing field after the Bearcats built up a comfortable lead to allow their starters to
rest for the majority of the second
half. Galvez made the most of his
opportunity by scoring two goals
as well, one from the deep right
wing, and another from the lower
left wing.
The Bearcats will travel to
Union, New Jersey, on Oct. 5, for a
tough road contest against a Kean
University team that is on an eightgame win streak.
Following their Monday night
match, the Bearcats will play backto-back games against conference
rivals, the Cardinals of York College and CUNYAC powerhouse, the
Brooklyn College Bulldogs.
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Manning masterful in Giants’ victory over struggling Redskins

OMER SEMAN
A weak division has kept the
New York Giants in contention
even with a shaky start to the season. After leading by double digits
late in their first two games, costly
lapses in judgment dragged the
team down to a 0-2 record. Their
Thursday-night matchup against
the Washington Redskins encapsulated the Jekyll-and-Hyde nature of
the Giants.
Big Blue limped into Arlington,
Texas, as wide receiver Victor Cruz,
middle linebacker Jon Beason and
left tackle Will Beatty each suffered injuries in the offseason, not
to mention the Jason Pierre-Paul
saga. As a result, Preston Parker,
along with rookies Uani Unga and
Ereck Flowers, was forced into action against the Cowboys.
The Giants offense was out of
sync as they failed to get first downs
throughout the game. Parker was
noted for having three drive-ending drops on third down. The defense kept the Giants competitive
by forcing three turnovers. A fumble recovery and two Tony Romo
interceptions gave the defense
17 points scored altogether. After
Romo’s second turnover, Rashad
Jennings dove into the endzone to
make the score 23-13 with just over
eight minutes left in the game.
Even as the Cowboys lost AllPro receiver Dez Bryant to a broken
foot in the fourth quarter, Romo or-

chestrated consecutive touchdown
drives to snatch the win. He earned
much of the credit for the win, but
the Giants deserved just as much
blame for the loss.
With less than five minutes remaining, the referees had an issue
regarding the play clock after Odell
Beckham Jr. sprinted downfield
with the football at the end of a play.
Eli Manning had already called the
next play and could have drained
the clock down an extra 20 seconds,
but instead he snapped the ball and
connected with Beckham for a first
down. Jennings ripped two long
runs to force Dallas to call a timeout. Flowers coaxed a penalty out
of Dallas to push the G-Men into
the red zone and burned a Cowboys timeout. Up three points on
the opponent’s 16 yard-line with
2:17 left, the Giants were in favor of
taking home the win on the road.
That is until Mr. Hyde

appeared, so to speak.
After an illegal formation on
Flowers was declined, Dallas
jumped offsides. This gave Manning a free-play to throw a dart to
Beckham for the first down with
under two minutes remaining in
the game. With a fresh set of downs,
Manning instructed his running
back to not score on the first and
second downs in hopes of running
out the clock. He later reported that
he did this because he believed the
Cowboys were out of timeouts after
the Giants declined the offsides call
on DeMarcus Lawrence.
Compounding that mistake
was a play-action call on third
down that had Manning rolling
to his right with just one receiver
on that side of the field. The twotime Super Bowl MVP, who signed
a four-year, $84 million contract
extension in the offseason, threw
the ball away under pressure. Not

only did the Giants stop the clock
again, they chose a chip-shot field
goal over another attempt at the
end zone. Even if they had not
scored on fourth down, Dallas
would have been pinned near their
goal line with less time to complete
the comeback.
Romo exploited the mismatched linebacker Unga guarding running back Lance Dunbar
on back-to-back plays. The rookie
was overwhelmed, culminating
in a game-winning catch by Jason
Witten in front of the end zone with
seven seconds remaining. Conservative-play calling on both sides of
the ball cost the Giants a win that
the Cowboys would have otherwise
handed to them.
The friendly confines of MetLife
Stadium did not cure the Giants of
their miscues. They found themselves with a double-digit lead late,
this time against the Falcons.
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Manning (left) and Randle (top right) connected on seven catches for 116 of the team’s total 363 oﬀensive yards. Beckham put
the game away with a 30-yard touchdown pass on a second-and-10 play early in the fourth quarter.

On the Falcons’ eight-yard line,
Manning shifted in the pocket
while looking downfield, but did
not sense the defender and was
sacked. The Falcons recovered the
fumble and marched 91 yards for
a touchdown. On third down and
with less than four minutes left on
the clock, Manning mismanaged
the play clock and took a delay-ofgame penalty. A subsequent short
completion made the Giants punt
the ball, granting the Falcons a
chance to go in front.
The Giants defense could not
contain Julio Jones. The Falcons fed
him the ball 15 times, netting 13
catches for 135 yards. He lined up
in different spots across the field,
and on the game-winning drive
Jones was matched one-on-one
with Prince Amukamara. Running
a go route up the sideline, Jones
hauled in a 38-yard rainbow from
Matt Ryan, setting up a Devonta
Freeman touchdown from two
yards out. A late-game drive was
short-circuited by a drop from
Parker on fourth down. It was like
déjà vu all over again.
A visit from the Washington
Redskins was just what the Giants
needed. The Thursday-night game
displayed a stout run defense that
held the Redskins to 88 yards on 20
carries. Kirk Cousins had 316 yards,
but the bend-don’t-break defense
grabbed two picks. Ben McAdoo’s
offense was clicking as Manning
threw for 279 yards and two touchdowns without a turnover. Rueben
Randle outpaced Beckham, reeling
in seven catches for 116 yards, including a 41-yard touchdown pass
to put the game away for good.
The last time the Giants started
0-2 and beat Washington in Week 3
was during the 2007-2008 season.
Getting Cruz back and continuing to win the turnover battle will
be key to completing the four-year
cycle once more.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: WORLD SERIES

OCTOBER 2015
MON

5
TUES

6
WED

7
THURS

8
FRI

9
SAT

10
SUN

11

52. Hankering
ACROSS
53. Like a busybody
55. Voluntary fee
1. *Where bats are stored, pl. 57. *Home of 1993
6. Sheep sound
champion Blue Jays
9. Biblical captain
61. Popular ﬂowering shrub
13. *Player’s rep
64. Opera house exclamation
14. Opposite of nothing
65. Not lean
15. Slow on the uptake
67. Narcotics lawman
16. Rock bottom
69. Of the Orient
17. *____ out a triple
70. However, poetically
18. Twig of willow tree
71. *Ty Cobb or Al Kaline
19. Pharmacy order
72. Sushi wrapped in nori
21. *Game that determines
73. Small dog’s bark
home-ﬁeld advantage
74. Mercantile establishment
23. Make bigger
24. Team homophone
25. Federal Communications DOWN
Commission
28. Per person
1. Campaigned
30. Bank account
2. Petri dish gel
transactions
3. Surrender
35. Bread quantity
4. Mack the _____
37. “Kiss Me, Kiss Me, Kiss
5. *Reason for World Series
Me” band The ____
cancellation
39. Specialty
6. *Opposite of strike
40. 4,840 square yards
7. Sierra Nevada, e.g.
41. Edward Teller’s baby
8. Pool problem
43. Capital on the Dnieper
9. Nessie’s loch
44. Dandruﬀ manufacturer
10. “I’m ____ ____!”
46. Ship canvas
11. Away from port
47. Additional
12. *All-Star 2nd baseman,
48. *H in DH
‘85 Cardinals champs
50. Kind of math
15. Neolithic tomb

20-MINUTE MONDAYS WITH HILLEL
12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. | VC 2-125 | Free
JENNY PERLIN: OPEN SENTENCE
ALL DAY| New Media Artspace| Free
LET’S GO BANANAS TABLING
12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. | VC - 2nd Floor Lobby | Free
MITSUI LUNCH-TIME FORUM NO. CXIX
12:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m. | Library Building H-750 | Free
VOLUNTEER OR INTERN ABROAD TABLING
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. | VC - 2nd Floor Lobby | Free
PROFESSIONAL INFORMATION PANEL
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. | VC -3-215 | Free
INTEGRATED MARKETING PANEL
12:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m. | VC 5-165 | Free
LGBT HISTORY MONTH: OPEN MIC NIGHT
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. | VC -2-215 | Free
PORTRAITS: A GLOBAL VIEW, PHOTOGRAPHS AND PRINTS
ALL DAY | Sidney Mishkin Gallery | Free

20. “Lifestyles of the Rich
and Famous” host
22. ____ Zeppelin
24. Like Kathleen Turner’s
voice
25. *HOFer Frankie Frisch,
“The Fordham ____”
26. Spherical bacteria
27. Jeweler’s unit
29. *Last World Series win
was 1908
31. Two-wheeler
32. In a cold manner
33. Not those
34. *Best-of-____
36. Matted wool
38. Chieftain in Arabia
42. The ____, against
Britain
45. Type of ﬂag
49. Break down
51. *2014 World Series
champs
54. Sentimental one
56. Braid
57. Kind of ski lift
58. Guesstimate phrase
59. Iron horse track
60. West Wing’s Oﬃce
61. At the summit
62. Therefore or
consequently
63. Maple, to a botanist
66. Bingo!
68. Miner’s bounty

REBECCA VICENTE | THE TICKER

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

GUEST SPEAKER FROM DELOITTE
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. | VC 3-210 | Free

ISSUE 4

JENNY PERLIN: OPEN SENTENCE
ALL DAY| New Media Artspace| Free
NEW YORK PIANO SOCIETY
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. | BPAC | Free with Donations
PORTRAITS: A GLOBAL VIEW, PHOTOGRAPHS AND PRINTS
ALL DAY | Sidney Mishkin Gallery | Free
JENNY PERLIN: OPEN SENTENCE
ALL DAY| New Media Artspace| Free
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

FUN FACT

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK
CHECK OUT THIS WEEK’S WORDS OF WISDOM FROM PEERS FOR CAREERS, AMBASSADORS OF SCDC
Concise bullet points, though highly important on a resume, are not easy to craft. Action

WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
Did you know that SCDC produces a weekly email newsletter

verbs eﬀectively highlight performanc, and should be followed by results. Quantifying

called STARR Weekly? It includes workshop calendars, feature jobs

experiences, or assigning a number to the amount of work done, allows greater speciﬁcity. To

and internships in STARR Search, co-sponsored events on campus,

avoid long-windedness, only keep related information in each bullet.

and external opportunities—including employers’ special

--ALEKSANDRA RYSHINA
PEER FOR CAREER

SAVE THE DATE

programs, events and career fairs. Be sure to review this email
every Monday!

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

EVENTS

COLLECTION 18

Networking 101: Making Connections Workshop,
Tuesday, Oct. 6, 12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m., VC 2-190

Collection 18 is seeking students with interest in fashion for the fall semester

Learn the tools to develop and nurture a network of professional
contacts and uncover the hidden job market.

Your Federal Career: In DC and Beyond Workshop,
Wednesday, Oct. 7, 2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m., VC 2-190

Interested in working for the federal government? Learn how to
build a brand that will get noticed.

Researching Companies Workshop,
Wednesday Oct. 7, 5:00 p.m. – 6:30 p.m., VC 2-190

Learn how to research companies so you can lock down a job.

Mastering the Job Interview: Basic, Thursday Oct. 8,
12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m., VC 2-190

Learn the steps to follow before, during and after the interview to
increase your chances of landing the job you want.

Collection 18 is seeking talented
students with an interest in fashion
in the New York area to be part of
their Fall 2015 internship program.
The company was established in
1982 as a privately-held, fashion
accessory company. Retail clients
include leading department
stores, specialty stores, specialty
chains, and mass merchandisers.
The company’s unique capability
to design and translate fashion
trends for all markets and price
points allows it to develop
products for a wide variety of
consumer tastes.
Candidates can take advantage
of on-the-job training, mentorship

opportunities and exposure to all
aspects of thefashion industry.
Responsibilities
include
researching on various new
design concepts, assembling
presentation boards and other
administrative duties, assisting
designers with mood boards,
putting together color palettes
for the season and any other
design-oriented tasks, handling
PLM system management, and
assisting the designer through all
stages of product development.
Please note that applicants
must be currently enrolled in
an undergraduate or graduate
program.

A candidate’s application
acknowledges that they will be
available to intern a minimum
of three full days per week
throughout the duration of the
program.
Requirements include the
following: the candidate must be
proﬁcient with Microsoft Oﬃce,
and the candidate must be located
in or around New York City for the
fall semester.
This is a paid internship for
students from all majors. All class
levels are welcome.
For more information, visit
STARR Search with ID 81989.

